**Home & Garden Bargain Books**

- *Garden Projects and Crafts* - Page 40 - $5.95
- *I Love My Air Fryer: Keto Diet Recipe Book* - Page 62 - $5.95
- *Beautiful Paper Cutting* - Page 53 - $1.95
- *Trolls* - Page 11 - $4.95
- *Pugs on Rugs* - Page 19 - $3.95
- *Model Boat Building* - Page 54 - $4.95
- *Scrabble Word Search Puzzles* - Page 30 - $3.95
- *Bonsai Book* - Page 38 - $6.95
- *Easy Gingerbread Houses* - Page 72 - $4.95
- *Burgers* - Page 65 - $4.95
- *Creative Creations for Your Cat* - Page 16 - $3.95
- *Adding and Subtracting* - Page 47 - $3.95
- *Natural Home* - Page 3 - $4.95
- *Challenging Brain Twisters* - Page 28 - $4.95
- *Rubs* - Page 74 - $4.95

**OUR GUARANTEE**

You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new, and all books are hardbound unless marked otherwise. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days. Most items are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check.
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Current titles are marked with a ★.

Due to a Supreme Court decision, we are now required to collect applicable state sales tax (which may include city and county taxes) based on the delivery address of your order. If tax is due and your order will be shipped to the address preprinted on the order form, your tax rate is printed under the address. ★ means that Postage & Handling is NOT part of the taxable amount.

If you are shipping this order to one of the following states please add sales tax:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Tax Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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### Interior Design & Decorating

#### Residential Architecture

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>3836735</strong> LIVING LARGE IN OUR LITTLE HOUSE: Thriving in 400 Square Feet with Six Dozens, a Husband, and One Remote-How You Can Do It</td>
<td>By Keri Fivecoat-Campbell</td>
<td>Overlook</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
<td>SOLD OUT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Design & Decorating

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>3797046</strong> SMART APPROACH TO HOME DECORATING, REVISED 4TH EDITION: Decorate Every Room in Your Home with Confidence and flair</td>
<td>Ed. by Deek Diedricksen</td>
<td>Taunton</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>$26.95</td>
<td>SOLD OUT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Real Estate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>3911797</strong> BECOMING A REAL ESTATE AGENT</td>
<td>By Tom Chiarella</td>
<td>Sterling</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td>SOLD OUT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Limited Quantity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>389701X</strong> FIGURES IN STONE: Architectural Sculpture in New York City</td>
<td>By Jo Cryder</td>
<td>Princeton Architectural</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>$79.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Vacation & Country Homes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>374442 CABIN STYLE</strong></td>
<td>By Chase Reynolds Ewald</td>
<td>Taunton</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Architectural Details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>3894022</strong> 1000 FENCES AND GATES</td>
<td>By Jo Cryder</td>
<td>Princeton Architectural</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>$79.95</td>
<td>SOLD OUT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Vacation & Country Homes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>3739099</strong> CHINA STYLE</td>
<td>By S. Leece</td>
<td>Sterling</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

[See more titles at erhbc.com/829](http:// erhbc.com/829)
**Home Maintenance, Repair & Projects**

**5662417** PHOTOVOLTAICS, REVISED: Design and Installation Manual. By Solcorn Energy International. Producing energy from the sun using photovoltaic (PV) systems has become a major industry worldwide. This manual covers the design and installation of key components, including PV modules, batteries, controllers, and inverters, along with the information you need to successfully install and maintain solar systems. New Society. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00.

**5771988** THE ART OF THE STONEMASON. By Ian Cramb. A comprehensive guide to the art of stone carving, including the techniques and tools used by stone masons. Stonecutters Press. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95.


**Construction Reference**

**3896200** HISTORIC SLATE ROOF S: With How-to Info and Specifications. Ed. by Tyna Skinner. The National Slate Association compiled a comprehensive overview of slate roofs in 1926, covering everything from characteristics and important data with regard to slate to the specifications. The volume can also update here, including a color section detailing a contemporary roof being installed. 84 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11½. Pub. at $24.99.

**Hand & Power Tools**

**3826593** CIRCULAR SAWS AND JIG SAW S: The Missing Shop Tool Guide. By Gary Weng & Eric A. Benoit. A complete visual guide to every hand tool you’ll ever need. This volume pays homage to generations of craftsmanship, ingenuity, and practicality. It covers the evolution of hand tools and explores each tool in depth, showing it from every angle, in closeup detail, and visualizing how it works. 296 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8½x11. Hardcover. Pub. at $39.95.


**Plumbing & Electrical**


**Stonework & Masonry**


See more titles at erhbc.com/829
Collectors’ Advice & Price Guides


3833595 FINE POINTS OF THE STICK: Early American English. By Fred Sack. This is the revised edition of the classic bible of American furniture. It presents a thorough analysis, through over 700 photographs and an extensive text, of the various elements of design, decoration, craftsmanship, construction, and finish of early American furniture. 303 pages. Schiffer. 8⅛x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95.

3831193 COWBOY EQUIPMENT. By Joie Overton. An invaluable source for historic reference as well as a present day guide for collectors and modern day cowboys. Containing over 500 photographs along with helpful text on the items and their usage, also includes recommendations for proper care of items and has a full 1998 value guide. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8⅛x11. Hardcover. Pub. at $39.95.


3835760 COMPASS CHRONICLES. By Romelia Takas. This intriguing guide explores a wide range of fascinating pocket compass types, Examples shown date from the late 1700s to the 1940s, September on the mid-1800s and 1900s. The history of their development is explored, special uses by government and civilian groups are presented, and patented improvements are featured. Fully illus. 176 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $39.95.

3831868 HARTLAND HORSES AND DOGS. By Gayl Fitch. Hartland Plastics (1939-1978) was a small, midwestern company that set a standard of excellence for mass-produced models. Later companies have carried on the Hartland line of champions. Fitch has assembled this guide with valuable information for the collector, including 2000 values and repair of your models. Fully illus. in color. 168 pages. Schiffer. 8⅛x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95.


3811719 POPULAR FURNITURE OF THE 1920S AND 1930S: From Traditional to Early Modern. This reproduction of the 1930s catalog by The Peck, Stow & Wilcox Company’s furniture catalog presents the reader with an extensive resource of traditional and commercial furniture styles of the 1920s and 1930s. Each of the 500 photographs, with important information about size, materials and the period of the reproduction, includes a price guide from 1998. 224 pages. Schiffer. 8⅛x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95.

3833747 CALICO MAN: The Manny Kopp Fabric Collection. By Bobbie A. Aug. Features over 1,500 swatches from the best of this world-renowned collection. Here they are sustained through print, showing uncommon paisley and floral patterns including both French cottons, shirtings, mourning prints, leno weaves, and other beautiful fabrics from mills in America and Europe. 144 pages. AGS. 8⅛x11. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95.

3497271 19TH CENTURY WOODEN BOXES. By Aene Burgess. An in-depth look at an American scholar who has gathered the inside scoop on every manner of containers, from apple boxes to their zinc decorations. With over 400 colorful photographs of boxes from Shaker plain to the French country and oriental themes. This gentleman, this volume offers fascinating information for collectors. Includes 1997 values. 156 pages. Schiffer. 8⅛x11. Hardcover. Pub. at $29.95.


3831199 COLLECTING LINCOLN. By Stuart Schneider. The first president to be photographed and have his photographs distributed on hundreds of thousands of postcards. His image appears on medals, coins, stamps, and currency and his story is told in books and pamphlets. This collection contains postcard items that illustrate a multifaceted look at Lincoln. Fully illus., most in color. 8⅛x11¼. Pub. at $69.95.

3831825 DISCOVERING ANTIQUE PHONOGRAPHS, 1877-1929. By T.C. Fabrigant. Through over 400 color illustrations you can follow the progress of the acoustic talking machine from its crude beginnings in the 1870s to its most splendid and sophisticated heights in the 20th century. Clear and insightful descriptions accompany the photos along with 2000 values. 234 pages. Schiffer. 8⅛x11¼. Pub. at $49.95.

3816804 KOVEL’S ANTIQUE COLLECTORS PRICE GUIDE 2017, 49TH EDITION. By Terry & Kim Kovel. With 25,000 actual prices (2016) and 2,500 price guides, this is the most complete guide on antiques and collectibles available. Features items in over 4000 categories: advertising, furniture, glass, coins, stamp, and currency and his story is told in books and pamphlets. This collection contains postcard items that illustrate a multifaceted look at Lincoln. Fully illus., most in color. 8⅛x11¼. Pub. at $39.95.

3816232 SCANDINAVIAN MODERN FURNISHINGS 1930-1970: Designed for Life. By M. Eliston & L. Pina. Presents a thorough analysis, through over 400 color photos illustrating the huge array of colorful, and complete guide on antiques and collectibles available. Features items in over 25,000 actual prices (2016) and 2,500 price guides, this is the most complete guide on antiques and collectibles available. Features items in over 4000 categories: advertising, furniture, glass, coins, stamp, and currency and his story is told in books and pamphlets. This collection contains postcard items that illustrate a multifaceted look at Lincoln. Fully illus., most in color. 8⅛x11¼. Pub. at $39.95.


3831199 COLLECTING LINCOLN. By Stuart Schneider. The first president to be photographed and have his photographs distributed on hundreds of thousands of postcards. His image appears on medals, coins, stamps, and currency and his story is told in books and pamphlets. This collection contains postcard items that illustrate a multifaceted look at Lincoln. Fully illus., most in color. 8⅛x11¼. Pub. at $69.95.

3831825 DISCOVERING ANTIQUE PHONOGRAPHS, 1877-1929. By T.C. Fabrigant. Through over 400 color illustrations you can follow the progress of the acoustic talking machine from its crude beginnings in the 1870s to its most splendid and sophisticated heights in the 20th century. Clear and insightful descriptions accompany the photos along with 2000 values. 234 pages. Schiffer. 8⅛x11¼. Pub. at $49.95.

3816804 KOVEL’S ANTIQUE COLLECTORS PRICE GUIDE 2017, 49TH EDITION. By Terry & Kim Kovel. With 25,000 actual prices (2016) and 2,500 price guides, this is the most complete guide on antiques and collectibles available. Features items in over 4000 categories: advertising, furniture, glass, coins, stamp, and currency and his story is told in books and pamphlets. This collection contains postcard items that illustrate a multifaceted look at Lincoln. Fully illus., most in color. 8⅛x11¼. Pub. at $39.95.

3813274 FRENCH PROVINCIAL FURNITURE. By Robin Ruddy. Presents the key types of country antique furniture in fourteen separate regions of France, and explains the differences in their construction and decoration to enable collectors to identify them. This welcome guide to the charming and colorful provincial furnitures of France also includes 1996 values. Fully illus., in color. 128 pages. Schiffer. 11¾x8¼. Pub. at $29.95.


2795566 NY WORLD’S FAIR COLECTIBLES 1964-1965. By Joyce Smith. This book gives a glimpse into the upcoming high-tech age, the New York World’s Fair allowed the visitors to see such things as touch tone phones, personal computers, and robots, and computers for the first time. This volume features over 600 color photos illustrating the huge array of collectibles from this fair. Includes values from 1999. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8⅛x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Book Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>3834069 THE OFFICIAL PRECIOUS MOMENTS COLLECTOR’S GUIDE COMPANY DOLLS</strong></td>
<td>By John &amp; Malinda Domm</td>
<td>Schiffer</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
<td>A guide to Precious Moments dolls, with each series grouped together. Each doll includes a color photo, description, 2004 values, and a chronological bay by date and patent number, and by type tool.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3850224 THE NEW FOUR WINDS GUIDE TO INDIAN WEAPONS, TRADE GOODS, AND REPLICA</strong></td>
<td>By P.E. Miller &amp; C. Corey</td>
<td>Schiffer</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
<td>Identifies hundreds of ceremonial items, tools, pipes, trade beads, blankets, et cetera, Bay blankets, vintage postcards, weapons, and weapon cases. Both antique and contemporary issues are shown, many of them with 2007 values. 176 pages. Schiffer. 8½x10¼. Paperbound.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3850277 PRECISION PENDULUMCLOCKS: France, Germany, America, and Recent Advancements</strong></td>
<td>By Derek Roberts</td>
<td>Schiffer</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
<td>Chronicles the horological work carried out in France, Germany, and North America and completes the fascinating history of precision timekeeping in recent times. Includes both the renowned clockmakers of each country, and the maker’s origins fully described and includes a 2002 value range. 224 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Paperbound.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2907380 COWBOY COLLECTIBLES AND WESTERN MEMORABILIA</strong></td>
<td>By R.W.D. Ball &amp; E. Veblen</td>
<td>Schiffer</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td>For the lover of the Old West and the collectibles, this is a valuable resource. Includes over 191 pages. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Paperbound.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3826988 WARMAN’S MODERNISM: Furniture &amp; Accessories</strong></td>
<td>By Noah Fleisher</td>
<td>Schiffer</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td>Organized by value from lowest to highest, you’ll find fun and funky pieces for $300 as well as serious, investment-grade items listed at $30,000 and more. 256 pages. Krause. 8½x10¼. Paperbound.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3829565 VINTAGE FISHING LURES</strong></td>
<td>By Jeff Kiley</td>
<td>Schiffer</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td>Originally made for catching fish, these lures were assembled from available materials and household supports, and this book includes comprehensive background, historical information, explorations of primitive lures, vintage folk art, classics, folk artists, and much more. 240 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Paperbound.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>373171X ANGEL COLLECTIBLES</strong></td>
<td>By Debra S. Braun</td>
<td>Schiffer</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td>A brief overview of “Angelology” begins this reference for antique to modern angel collectibles including statues, perfume bottles, Christmas decorations, and more. 201 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Paperbound.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2907968 VINTAGE FOLK ART FISHING LURES AND TACKLE</strong></td>
<td>By Jeff Kiley</td>
<td>Schiffer</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td>This pictorial study of a collector culture demonstrates its significant impact on society then and now. Over 500 color photographs show hundreds of items that reflect Peace and Love, protest causes, Flowers, and more. Over 400 color photographs, descriptions, and a 2001 price guide complete this resource. 144 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11½. Paperbound.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3894440 THE BOOK OF MINI: Inside the Big World of Tiny Things</strong></td>
<td>By Kate Esme Unver</td>
<td>Schiffer</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
<td>Illustrations of primitive lures, vintage folk art, classics, folk artists, and much more. 240 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Paperbound.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2910305 COWIDE &amp; WATCH COMPANIES, 1900S-2000S</strong></td>
<td>By Debby Weaver</td>
<td>Schiffer</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
<td>This delightful, beautifully illustrated volume showcases hundreds of dolls and accessories made in Europe and America, all highly collectible today. Show are dolls made of composition, cloth, rubber, and painted bisque, each with full descriptions and market values from 2002. Many vintage advertisements are included, as well as illustrations relating to the display of dolls and values for all items shown. 244 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Paperbound.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
❖ 37039X 2020 AUBUDON SWEET SONGBIRDS MINI CALENDAR. Workman. 7x7. *SOLD OUT*
❖ 37040X 2020 GDP JOKES DAILY CALENDAR. Each day you can flip through a desk calendar to find crime-giving puns, wacky knock-knock jokes, funny text messages, sarcastic quotes; 365 days of humor. Workman. 5x7. *SOLD OUT*
❖ 3813805 KAYAKS YOU CAN BUILD. By T. Moors & G. Rosell. A step by step guide to the construction of a plywood kayak from a stitch and glue kayak kit. The authors give you the knowledge and experience you need to assemble a kayak with truly professional results. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages, chiefly illus. $14.99
❖ 3819588 BOLD SEA STORIES. By M. Grady. 14 gripping stories of mariners from the award-winning writer. Tales include Escape from the Island of Doom, Ship of Dreams, Warriors of the Storm, Midnight Crossing, and many other stories, each offering a gripping tale and many more great sea adventures! 224 pages. Marlor. Paperbound. $14.99
❖ 3858819 OATMEAL. Combining quirky cats, feline-friendly humans, and morsebs of tea history, lore, and recipes. Calendar runs January 2020 to December 2020. Workman. 14¼ x8¼. *SOLD OUT*
❖ 3861805 WHEN CHICAGO RULED BASEBALL. By C. Anderson & C. Fleet. Illus. many in color. 232 pages. Illus. 10x10. *SOLD OUT*
❖ 3876688 BOLD STATE SCALES. By M. Grady. 14 gripping stories of mariners from the award-winning writer. Tales include Escape from the Island of Doom, Ship of Dreams, Warriors of the Storm, Midnight Crossing, and many other stories, each offering a gripping tale and many more great sea adventures! 224 pages. Marlor. Paperbound. $14.99
❖ 3878085 THE GPS TRIVIA TREASURY. By M. Kinzie. The ultimate collection of trivia questions from the award-winning writer. Tales include Escape from the Island of Doom, Ship of Dreams, Warriors of the Storm, Midnight Crossing, and many other stories, each offering a gripping tale and many more great sea adventures! 224 pages. Marlor. Paperbound. "PRICE CUT to $14.95"
❖ 3878191 CATSCAPES. A portfolio of extraordinary life-like portraits by creator Matthew Inman, and more. Runs from January to December 2020. Workman. 15x12. *SOLD OUT*
❖ 3878985 THE OLD FARMER'S ALMANAC, 5TH EDITION. Ed. by Donald Pendleton. Presents a vivid and compelling account of America’s Team, its greatest pitcher. Photos. 394 pages. *SOLD OUT*
❖ 3884122 BEYOND BROADWAY JOE: The Super Bowl Team That Changed Football. By Bob Lederer. Thirty-six surviving members of the legendary 1966 team share for the first time their fondest memories, and in their own words, tell personal stories about their Super bowl teammates and coaches, and the historic win that changed football forever. Photos. 394 pages. *SOLD OUT*
❖ 3889361 FREE DRUNK MINI CALENDAR. For when your brain is running on empty and you need to get an ace to find your way. Includes a pull-out poster of how to sleep next to your cat. Runs January to December 2020. Andrews McMeel. *SOLD OUT*
❖ 3907900 2020 DEEP SPACE MYSTERIES CALENDAR. featuring extraordinary life-like portraits by creator Matthew Inman, and more. Runs from January to December 2020. Workman. 15x12. *SOLD OUT*
❖ 3908178 THE BASEBALL MANIC’S 365 KIT TEAR CALENDAR. 365 tears. By Peter Bready. Presents a vivid and compelling account of America’s Team, its greatest pitcher. Photos. 394 pages. *SOLD OUT*
❖ 3908300 2020 THE APALACHIAN TRAIL CALENDAR. By John Powers. This exquisite collection of images, quotes, and anecdotes tells the story of America’s most historic trail. Photos. 384 pages. *SOLD OUT*
❖ 3908342 2020 BIRTHDAY CALENDAR. By John S. Johnson. Fully illus. in color. 365 pages. *SOLD OUT*
❖ 3908406 2020 CRYSTAL CALENDAR. Rockpool. Spiralbound. Pub. at $7.95
❖ 3908606 2020 NURSES CALENDAR. Andrews McMeel. *SOLD OUT*
❖ 3908614 2020 BASEBALL IN BALTIMORE: 2020 THE APPALACHIAN TRAIL CALENDAR. By John Powers. This exquisite collection of images, quotes, and anecdotes tells the story of America’s most historic trail. Photos. 384 pages. *SOLD OUT*
❖ 3908622 2020 THE APALACHIAN TRAIL CALENDAR. By John Powers. This exquisite collection of images, quotes, and anecdotes tells the story of America’s most historic trail. Photos. 384 pages. *SOLD OUT*
❖ 3908630 2020 THE APALACHIAN TRAIL CALENDAR. By John Powers. This exquisite collection of images, quotes, and anecdotes tells the story of America’s most historic trail. Photos. 384 pages. *SOLD OUT*
❖ 3908648 2020 THE APPALACHIAN TRAIL CALENDAR. By John Powers. This exquisite collection of images, quotes, and anecdotes tells the story of America’s most historic trail. Photos. 384 pages. *SOLD OUT*
❖ 3908656 2020 THE APALACHIAN TRAIL CALENDAR. By John Powers. This exquisite collection of images, quotes, and anecdotes tells the story of America’s most historic trail. Photos. 384 pages. *SOLD OUT*
Sports & Leisure

3816587 NORTH: Finding My Way While Running the Appalachian Trail. By Scott & Jenny Jurek. The ultramarathoners break the speed record for running the Appalachian Trail, the path that spans the entire length of the eastern United States. A tale of mindboggling physical exertion, endurance, and transformation as they battle the elements to jog, hike, and stumble nearly fifty miles north every day. 24 pages of color photos. 292 pages. Little, Brown. Pub at $28.00 $5.95

3814718 BUILDING WOOD FIRES. By Annette McGivney. If you're going to leave your fire pit or fireplace, you'll want this guide with everything you need to know about wood fires. From the basics of combustion to selecting the best wood, and from cooking outdoors to minimizing smoke and removing ash, this is a great resource. Well illustrated in color. 172 pages. Country Publishing. Paperbound. Pub at $16.94 $4.95

6907610 DRIVING MR. YOGI. By Haney Araton. By turns tender and laugh out loud funny, and teeming with unforgettable baseball yarns that span more than fifty years, this is a universal story about the importance of wisdom being passed down from one generation to the next, as well as a reminder that time is what we make of it and story about the importance of wisdom being. 6906710

3822230 POCKET BIKE MAINTENANCE: The Step-by-Step Guide to Bicycle Repairs. By Mel Allwood. The better you know your bike, the more you’ll get out of it and the more fun you’ll have. From fixing flat tires to brake and fork head adjustments, this pocket-size reference tells you everything you need to know to keep your bike trouble-free and on the road. Well illustrated in color. 192 pages. Seven Oaks, Paperbound. Pub at $14.94 $5.95


LIMITED QUANTITY 3833224 INSTANT REPLAY: The Green Bay Diary of Jerry Kramer, and D. Schaad. Takes readers inside the 1967 season of the Green Bay Packers, following that storied team from training camp to their dramatic victory in Super Bowl II. Photos. 294 pages. Anchor, Paperbound. Pub at $12.95 $4.95

SOLD OUT 3807274 THE EVERYTHING GUIDE TO SPORTS BETTING. By V. Appelbaum. There’s a lot to be made in sports betting, but it’s not as simple as just picking your favorite team. In fact, it’s pretty easy to lose money if you don’t know how to gamble the right way. This informative volume gives you the inside scoop on how to combine your sports knowledge with a sound betting game. 3815588

3841588 POWER BALL: Anatomy of a Modern Baseball Game. By Rob Neyer. Spend a day at the ballpark seated next to one of the smartest analysts of the game, and learn how baseball really works these days. Neyer provides this century’s finest look at what’s become of modern baseball. 300 pages. Harper. Pub at $27.99 $5.95

5399988 1960: The Last Pure Season. By Kerry Keene. The most complete work ever about one of baseball’s most glorious campaigns. 1960 was the last season when the original National and American League teams were intact, and at a time when the highest-paid players earned salaries of about $25,000, that of the average American, compared to 1999 when those salaries were nearly 400 times greater. Sports Publishing. Pub at $19.95 $4.95

3903524 THE LEAGUE: How Five Riveting Players Shaped a Sports Empire. By John Eisenberg. The NFL is a distinctly American colossus taking in 14 billion dollars in annual revenue and provoking intense national debates over player safety and political protest. This is the remarkable story of sportmanship and business ingenuity, and an essential read for any fan of our true national pastime. Illus. 3903977

LIMITED QUANTITY 3892247 ON THE ORIGINS OF SPORTS: The Early History and Original Rules of Everybody’s Favorite Games. By G. Belsky & N. Fine. Brings together the original rules of the games we love and the stories of where they came from. Annotations explaining how the rules have changed abound, and visual charts illustrate everything from the evolution of the hammer to the story of the game of hockey. 6948999

FROM BOSTON TO BROADWAY: Joe, the Jets, and the Super Bowl III Guarantee. By Ed Grover. Johnny U. vs. Broadway Joe turned Super Bowl III into a classic match-up that still defines the football careers of the men who took the field that fateful day. This account is their story, told for the first time from the perspectives of the players who made the Super Bowl (315 pages. Triumph. Pub at $24.95 $4.95

3830276 THE FINEST LINE: The Global Pursuit of Big-Wave Surfing. By Rusty Long. Captures the essence of the pursuit of breathtaking images and stories, along with interviews with the surfers who play the starring roles during these rare events. Explores the invariable drive behind a rare breed of thrill seekers. Color photos. 232 pages. Insight Editions. 9½x11½. Pub at $50.00 $9.95

3838124 THE PERFORMANCE CORTEX: How Neuroscience is Redefining Athletic Genius. By Zach Schonbrun. Why couldn’t a top-tier league and its star players seem to know where their receivers are? It’s not about the million dollar arm anymore. It’s about the million dollar brain. Illus. 344 pages. Dutton. Pub at $28.00 $4.95

3836669 RETURN OF THE KING: LeBron James and the Greatest Comeback in NBA History. By B. Windhorst & D. McMenamin. Takes you onto the private planes, inside the locker-room conversations, and into the middle of the intense huddles where one of the greatest stories in basketball history took place, resulting in the Cavs winning the 2016 NBA title after trailing the Golden State Warriors three games to one. Color photos. 264 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub at $16.95 $3.95

3811182 UPON FURTHER REVIEW: The Greatest What-Ifs in Sports History. By Mike Pesca. This is a volume of counter factual sporting scenarios. Readers will find expertly reported, expertly imagined events that flip headlines, and the resulting ripples are carefully documented, the likes of What if the U.S. boycotted Hitler’s Olympic Games? Or what if Johnny Unitas had thrown the Super Bowl to Joe King? And what if Drew Bledsoe never got hurt? and more. 308 pages. Twelve. Pub at $28.00 $5.95

6954333 STRANGERS IN THE BRONX: Di Maggio, Mantle, and the Changing of the United Guard. By Ron Kaplan. It’s the story of the athlete who captures the imagination of a generation. In Joe DiMaggio and Mickey Mantle, baseball had two such figures. And for those baseball fans who followed the daily adventures of the 1951 season, their era overlapped. O’Toole brings 1951 to life, offering an insightful take on one of the most important moments in Yankee and baseball history. 283 pages. Triumph. Pub at $25.95 $5.95


3896862 THE COMPLETE BOOK OF SWIMMING. By Philip Whitman. Explains how to use swimming to build fitness, control weight, eliminate stress, and provide aerobic conditioning, detailing training methods, basic strokes, workouts, and more. Illus. 375 pages. Random. Pub at $19.50 $4.95


3911263 A COURSE CALLED SCOTLAND. Searching the Home of Golf for Secret to Its Game. By Tom Coyne. A hilarious golf and travel adventure through the birthplace of the sport and home to some of the most and most beloved courses in the world, including St. Andrews, Turnberry, Dornoch, Prestwick, Troon, and Carnoustie. Color photos. 322 pages. S&S. Pub at $27.00 $9.55

2945150 CUBS BY THE NUMBERS, REDS BY THE NUMBERS. By A Yellon et al. Since the Chicago Cubs first adopted uniformed numbers, the team has handed out only 77 numbers to more than 1,500 players. That’s a lot of overlap. It also makes for interesting stories. Telling the stories for every Cub since ‘32, these biographies help trace the history of baseball’s most beloved team in a new way. Photos. 368 pages. Sports Publishing. Paperbound. Pub at $14.94 $3.95

399478X MAJESTY. By J. Weeks. The most uncommon events in three centuries of baseball history are recounted here in glorious detail, beginning with the game’s earliest days when the rules were still forming, through the dead-ball years, right up to the 2013 season. Photos. 222 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Paperbound. Pub at $16.95 $4.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3824734 PITCH BY PITCH: My View of the Game. By Bob Gibson with L. Wheeler. Gets inside the head of Bob Gibson on October 2, 1968, when he took the mound for game one of the World Series against the Detroit Tigers. Includes transcript of a tape, 17 batters. From the dugout to the locker room, Gibson offers a behind the scenes look at one of the most memorable baseball games ever. Photos. 243 pages. Flatiron. Paperbound. Pub at $17.95 $3.95

3721697 A HISTORY OF AMERICAN HIKING. By Silas Chamberlin. In the mid-nineteenth century, urban walking clubs emerged in the United States. A little more than a century later, tens of millions of Americans are hiking trails blazed in every region of the country. This is the first full account of the unique history of the American hiking community and its rich, nationwide culture. Illus. 243 pages. Yale. Pub at $30.00 $5.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller – 21 –
3841719 SWING LIKE A PRO. By Ralph Mann et al. Drawing on ComputSoft's extensive research, the pro emulates the mechanical elements of the holy grail of the golf swing—efficient, effective, and now achievable. Illustrated with 175 animated stills. This pro that peeps out the motions of a body executing the perfect swing, this guide will show you how to play the game properly. 243 pages. Lippert. Pub. at $23.95 $6.95

3841980 THE ONLY RULE IT IS TO WORK: Our Wild Experiment Building a New Kind of Baseball Team. By Paul Varian & S. Miller. What would happen if two statistics-minded outsiders were allowed to run a professional baseball team? It's a wild ride, by turns provocative, hilarious, and -- by Las Vegas odds -- doomed. Varian and Miller tell a story that will speak to numbers geeks and traditionalists alike. And they prove that you don't need a bat to make a genuine contribution to the game. Color photos. 350 pages. Holt. Pub. at $30.00 $4.95

2854444 LEGENDS OF THE DALLAS COWBOYS: The Tom Landry Years. Troy Aikman, Emmitt Smith, and Other Cowboys Stars. By Cody Monk. Takes an in-depth look at some of the legends who have shaped the Cowboys' identity, from Tom Landry, the man who was hired before Murchison had been awarded a team and including Tex Schramm, Randy White, Bob Lilly, Lee Roy Jordan, Jerry Jones, and more. Well illus. 246 pages. Sports Publishing. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95

6958036 WINNING UGLY: A Visual History of the Most Bizarre Baseball Uniforms Ever Worn. By Todd Radom. Just like there's love out there for French chateaux and English manor houses, uniforms hold a warm place in the hearts of all baseball fans, and this volume is an ode to our favorite team's most outlandish pieces that bring smiles and sighs to everyone who follows the game. Well illus. in color. 156 pages. Sports Publishing. Pub. at $24.99 $24.99


2945363 KNUCKLEBALL: The History of the Unhittable Pitch. By Lew Freedman. Including interviews with Jim Kaat, and others focus on the knuckleball, a unique pitch that has defied explanation for generations. This is the ultimate collection of the weirdest sports trivia you'll ever want to know! 204 pages. Racehorse. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

3867260 SPORTS WEIRD-O-D-PEDIA. By Lew Freedman. Sports achievements have the capacity to inspire awe, but are there times when our athletes and teams go wacko on us, and the most peculiar things break out with no warning to provide wide-eyed astonishment? This is the collection. This is the ultimate collection of the weirdest sports trivia you'll ever want to know! 204 pages. Racehorse. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

3897940 POPULAR MECHANICS WHY A CURVEBALL CURVES. Ed. by Frank Vizcaino. Fascinating collection from Popular Mechanics, contributors like Chicago Cubs manager Lou Pinella, Olympic swim coach Bob Bowman, former pitcher Dave Dravecky, and many more. A scientific lens on athletic achievement, explaining the biology, chemistry and physics behind the winning stroke, hit, kick or dive. Well illus. in color. 259 pages. Hearst. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

3883839 WVE BEYOND EXTREME. By Dean Miller. Relive the action from the most repulsive sport of the 1970s, the Vietnam War's takedowns and death-defying stunts. Discover WVE's scariest and strangest superheroes. Sports entertainment doesn't get more extreme than this. Fully illus. 128 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $6.95

2954160 THE NEW YORK METS ENCYCLOPEDIA, 3RD EDITION. By Peter Cuozzo, with Martin Hamburger. Master all knowledge on more than 100 of the greatest Mets in team history. Join them and relive the most exhilarating postseason moments since the team's inception, and full coverage of the results and in-game description from 1969, 1973, 1986, 2006, and more! Well illus. 333 pages. Sports Publishing. Pub. at $9.97 $7.95

6923165 FACING THE GREEN BAY PACKERS. By Clark Carlton. A veteran sportswriter takes Packers fans inside the locker rooms, onto the sidelines, and out on the field with opposing players and coaches and covers the most dramatic moments, most intense rivalries, and most exciting performances from the Packers' first football season to their final one. Fully illus. With 175 animated golf swings. 184 pages. Sports Publishing. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

LIMITED QUANTITY ★ 3886549 AFTER THE MIRACLE: The Lasting Brotherhood of the 1986 Mets. By Bob Olen & E. Golen. The amazing story of the 1969 New York Mets, who in one remarkable season went from cellar dwellers to world champions, from the Lovelace Lane to the Miracle Mets, and who inspired millions during a tumultuous time in our history, told by one of their own. Photos. 325 pages. S&S. Pub. at $17.00

2969559 VIKINGS 50: All-Time Greats from Frisco to Fennway. By Jim Brunot. In commemoration of its 50th anniversary, the team announced its 50 greatest players. From the fearsome Purple People Eaters to explosive receivers Cris Carter and Randy Moss to the incomparable Fran Tarkenton and coaching titan Bud Grant, this volume covers them all. Fully illus. in color. 210 pages. Triumph. 9x10¼/Pub. at $24.95 $12.95

291854X HANK GREENBERG IN 1938: Hatred and Home Runs in the Shadow of War. By Ron Kaplan. As WWII raged, "Hammerin’" Hank Greenberg triumphed in the Mets’ first season behind the scenes. This engrossing sports history chronicles the events of 1938, both on the diamond and in the streets of Europe, when Jews across the U.S. sought refuge as a symbol of resistance. Photos. 235 pages. Sports Publishing. Pub. at $17.00

2960980 HARD BOYS + BAD GIRLS. By Thomas McGovern. Features 79 startling color photos and engaging interviews that introduce twenty dynamic young people who strive for careers as professional wrestlers. 112 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼/Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

3888920 INCREDIBLE BASEBALL STATS: The Coolest, Strangest Stats and Facts in Baseball History. By K. Rey & R. Spader. Tells unique baseball stories showcasing extraordinary stats and facts in baseball history, through the 2016 season. The authors have scoured the records for untold tales and looked at familiar ones with new statistical insights to create this work, perfect for baseball fans coast to coast. Photos. 330 pages. Sports Publishing. Email pub. at $5.95 $5.95

3858093 BASEBALL HISTORY. By Mike Just. Drawing from his personal journey, Just has written a practical guide to navigating the world of baseball. Loved books and baseball, tenacious in its devotion to its roots, it encourages excellence and maximizes their talents while finding greater satisfaction in the game. Photos. 212 pages. Sports Publishing. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

3842465 FENWAY 1946: Red Sox, Yankee, and Other Boston Stars. By Michael Connelly. Celebrates the city and the team and the spirit of that wonderful 1946 season in Boston--a season that, as usual, broke fans’ hearts-- America was returned to normalcy, the City of Boston discovered that it was not just American than baseball. Photos. 252 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

6830552 CAN YOU BELIEVE IT? 30 Years of Insider Stories with the Boston Red Sox. By Joel Carp. Lyons: Takes you inside the world of the Red Sox like no story has before. Castiglione, the voice of the Red Sox, not only takes fans behind the microphone and into the club, but in the locker rooms, hotels, and back rooms of all the places no media man or fan can ever go. 16 pages photos. 261 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

3875865 THE BASEBALL BOOK OF WHY. By Peter McCollister. Provides detailed answers to nearly 100 questions concerning the traditions, rules, and history of the national pastime. McCollister also includes inspirational quotes about the game from players, managers, and sports journalists. Photos. 195 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

387009X NOMAD: Designing a Home for Escape and Adventure. By Emma Reddington. Discover how a new generation of nomads are finding their way to freedom, and how you can also. Features a primer on the ins and outs of life in a small mobile space including choosing the right home, the cost of renovation, where to park, and more. With extensive resources to help you turn your nomadic dreams into reality. Well illus. in color. 318 pages. Artisan. Pub. at $29.95 $22.95

3853381 E-BIKE: Models/Tech/Riding Essentials. By Martin Haussermann. The future of electric cycling is now. Open doors for riders young and old, of all physical abilities, from the heart of a big city to remote country roads. This guide will help you choose a bike that's right for you. Plus, prepares you for your best ride ever with tips, techniques and information. Well illus. in color. 146 pages. Velopress. Email pub. at $19.95 $14.95

3775216 AMERICA’S GAME: The NFL and the Story of Professional Football. By R.O. Williams. This intimate chronicle of the NFL’s first 100 years is a compelling, insightful, authoritative look at pro football’s development from a local pastime to an international phenomenon, and is filled with surprising tales from the locker room to the trenches. A must-read for NFL fans of all ages. Color photos. 222 pages. Day Street. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95
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2945525 PEYTON MANNING: A Quarterback for the Ages. By J. Saramago & C. Kelley. A fully illustrated scrapbook-style album, the authors celebrate Manning's career with passionate and vivid prose, call-out quotes, and dozens of personal anecdotes and recollections about Manning from prominent members of the NFL community. 110 pages. Sports Publishing. Pub. at $14.95. PRICE CUT to $2.95.


3834607 THE NATIONAL TEAM: The Inside Story of Women's Professional Soccer. By Caillen Murray. A leading soccer journalist shows how the team’s story is not only one of triumph on the pitch—these women have faced numerous challenges off the pitch, too, including sexism, striking inequally, low pay, poor working conditions, and limited opportunities to play in professional leagues. 16 pages of color photos. 360 pages. Abrams. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00. 13.95.

3872025 NINETEEN PERCENT MENTAL: An All-Star Player Turned Mental Skills Coach Reveals the Hidden Game of Baseball. By B. Tewksbury & S. Miller. Miller reveals a side of the game as only Tewksbury can, given his singular background as both a longtime MLB pitcher and a mental skills coach for some of the sport's most fabled franchises. Here he offers an in-depth look into some of baseball’s most monumental moments and intimate anecdotes from a “who’s who” of the game. 248 pages. Hachette. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00. PRICE CUT to $15.95.

3504860 THE WORLD BENEATH THEIR FEET: Mountainmeadng, Madness, and the Deadly Race to Summit the Himalayas. By Bruce Headlam. Illus. 197 pages. Germany, India, China, and Tibet, this is an account not only of climbing and mountain climbers, but also of passion and ambition, courage and fate, love and tragedy and triumph. Headlam offers here a gritty, fascinating history, and brings these forgotten heroics back to life. 16 pages of photos. 393 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $30.00. 21.95.

3850454 SWING KINGS: The Inside Story of Baseball’s Home Run Revolution. By Jared Diamond. The 2019 season saw the most homer ever, obliterating a record set just two years before. Diamond reveals that the secret behind this unprecedented shift isn’t steroids or the stitching on the baseballs, but the evolution of toothpaste. “It’s the most fundamental explanation of all: the swing.” Illus. 322 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99. 21.95.


3811166 THE SPORTS BUCKET LIST: 101 Sights Every Fan Has to See Before the Clock Runs Out. By Rob Fleder. The greatest games, matchups, venues, and events in the world, from the Australian Open to the Westminster Dog Show, and everything in between. Packed with facts and figures, compelling stories, and recommendations for when to visit, and featuring stunning photography, this volume is a must for every sport fan. 223 pages. Harper. 9¼x11. Hardcover. Pub. at $40.00. 7.95.
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**Sports & Leisure**


**2971102** THE ART OF STICK FIGHTING: A Complete Instructional Guide. By Joe Varady. Learn the strategies and tactics of fighting with the stick at long, middle, and close range along with guidelines for sparing—light and full contact—and all the classic and modern chapters that cover stick fighting against various weapons. Fully illus. 252 pages. Hardcover. Pub. at $22.95. PRICE CUT TO $17.95.

**3756793** STRIKING DISTANCE: Bruce Lee's Path to Martial Art Mastery in America. By Charles Russo. Based on over one hundred original interviews, this account chronicles Bruce Lee’s formative days amid the healing arts of China and his rise to fame. Thrived on San Francisco Bay in the early 1960s. 24 pages of photos, 232 pages. UNIP. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT TO $15.95.

**2976225** NINJA: The Unofficial Secret Manual. By Tom Callahan. This secret manual will teach you everything you need to know before you begin your training, including: famous ninja and their stunning achievements, invisibility and how to control the minds of your enemies, training in martial arts (bujitsu), and much more. Illus. 208 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $19.95.


**3834824** 1001 NATURAL WONDERS YOU MUST SEE BEFORE YOU DIE. Ed. by Michael Bright. Takes you on an incredible journey to the most spectacular natural wonders in the world. The author has selected 1,001 of mother nature’s most spectacular, heart-stirring creations—sights and experiences that we have seen and seen they are never forgotten. Fully illus. in color. 960 pages. Chartwell. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. $5.95.


**3855341** THE ART AND SCIENCE OF STICK FIGHTING: A Complete Instructional Guide. By Joe Varady. Learn the strategies and tactics of fighting with the stick at long, middle, and close range along with guidelines for sparing—light and full contact—and all the classic and modern chapters that cover stick fighting against various weapons. Fully illus. 252 pages. Hardcover. Pub. at $17.95.

The Review of Reviews Book-Club Spring Catalog

3869156 ULTIMATE CANOE & KAYAK ADVENTURES: 100 Extraordinary Paddling Experiences. By Eugene Buchanan et al. Paddle through the frozen wastes of Alaska to the tropical rivers of South America. Explore the rivers and seas of Europe and visit the stunning landscapes of the USA in a Ford Model T. Armed only with a spare cotton drive band, our “wise-ass Limey liberal” steers a 6,000 mile, coast to coast route, meeting the small-town Middle Americans who would take a lifetime to tell. Featuring exotic creatures, strange customs, extraordinary legen...
Puzzles & Games

379684 The JOHN WAYNE ULTIMATE PUZZLE BOOK. Ed. by Jeff Ashworth. See How much you remember about John Wayne’s family and films, test your knowledge of the country he loved so dearly, and give your brain a good workout with all kinds of Duke-themed activities. Includes word searches, Sudoku, just jumbles and more. Includes solutions, Well illus. 316 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

370127 DEADLY SKILLS PUZZLE & ACTIVITY BOOK. By Clint Enright. A fun, challenging, and seriously useful collection of activities designed to help you prepare for today’s threats. These puzzles and activities are designed to improve your combat, surveillance, memory, and anxiety levels. So keep your brain sharp for any situation! Solutions included. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

372018 WILDFIRE PARADISE: Dot-to-Dot in Colour. Using free-form drawing techniques and with expert color-coding, each design is in itself a work of art – connect the dots to reveal regal jungle beasts, minute insect masterpieces and peering feathered friends, then color in your art with pencils or markers. Apple. 8⅝x11¼. Paperbound.

379657 THE ULTIMATE RPG GAMEPLAY GUIDE. By James D’Amato. Whether you’re new to the role-playing game world, getting back into RPGs, or want to get more out of your current campaign, this ultimate guide is the most fun and creative way to make your gaming experience worthwhile. Includes exercises and advice to help you get the most from your gaming experience, 254 pages.

372017 DAD’S TOOLBOX: Two-Week Trivia Challenge. By Gary G. Smith. Answers the most fun you can have while actually getting smarter. Illus. in color. Cider Mill. 17x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

38007X AMAZING MAGIC TRICKS: To Contound and Stupefye. Complete with simple card tricks, easy but imaginative coin tricks and basic mind boggling sleight of hand tricks, this collection of diverse tricks will inspire all aspiring magicians to pick up a wand and become a master magician. Well illus. 125 pages. Collins & Brown. Pub. at $14.95

369574 WHO SAID WHAT? Take the Quiz Out of the Challenge. With his vast repository of meanings, words of inspiration, and canny observations, all wrapped up in the form of an addictive game with different ways to play, this is the most fun you can have while actually getting smarter. Illus. 340 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

380025 FAMILY FUN NIGHT CONVERSATION STARTERS. Covering over 400 individual puzzles and exercises, these placemats are sure to get you and your family talking, thinking, and laughing! With 24 different placemats on each page, and 185 thought provoking questions, they will brighten up any table and keep the family conversation flowing like never before. Illus. in color. Cider Mill. 17x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95


380099 MIND STRETCHERS, VOLUME 8. Ed. by Allen D. Bradgon. There are plenty of problems to be tackled in this volume, from simple word puzzles, to word searches, to more complex number puzzles involving sophisticated mental gymnastics. Solutions provided. 192 pages. Reader’s Digest. 8⅝x11¼. Spirallbound. Pub. at $12.99

3160173 JEEHP, PUZZLES & TRIVIA CHALLENGES SPECIALLY DESIGNED TO KEEP YOUR BRAIN YOUNG. By Nancy Linde. Organized in an increasing scale of difficulty from “Warm-up” to “Merriless,” here are 399 puzzles, trivia quizzes, brain teasers, and word games to keep your brain sharp and responsive. Solutions included. 402 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95


3706311 THE GATHERING: Rise of the Gathering. The Gathering’s character histories, from their origins through their final confrontation with Nicol Bolas are presented via the very best card, paintings, and text to create an engrossing, portable history of an Internet sensation. All of it is reproduced together here for the first time, some never before seen outside of the card frame, 242 pages.
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HUMOR

3791475 READER’S DIGEST DUMB DAD JOKES. Must dads get their best material from their families? And that’s what is collected here: riddles, jokes, one-liners, hilarious anecdotes and pointed wit that sees families for what they truly are–our chief source of amusement! Illus. in color. 216 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99
$3.95

5917690 101 THINGS THAT PISS ME OFF: And Thousands of Other Things That Suck Just as Much as Me. Complaining, psychologists assert, is good for your health. It disperses the pent-up energy generated by daily frustrations, personal peeves, and lifelong vexations. Reich’s little diary of what makes him rant and rave is guaranteed to add some humor to your day and a boost to your well-being. 167 pages. Racehorse. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99
$4.95

3816774 SOMEDAY A BIRD WILL POOP ON YOU. By Sue Salvi, Illus. by M. Kellie. A modern parable about life hitting us with something unexpected–and the gift for anyone leaving home without an umbrella. Fully illus. in color. Little, Brown. Pub. at $12.99
$3.95

$3.95

$3.95

3784584 I BITCH, THEREFORE I AM. By E. Farrah & D. Woz. This little spiral-bound volume has an easel back for easy display and is an outrageous compilation of cheeky wit and daring philosophy for sassy sophisticates and domestic divas who take their humor with a shot of attitude. Fully illus. in color. Ten Speed. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99
$3.95

3912553 PS… I STILL HATE IT HERE! More Letters from Camp. Ed. by Don Falanga. Hilarious and heartwarming letters that will delight and amuse, and you’ll find that kids are witter and more sophisticated than you might assume. It will conjure up that experience of being away from home, and the lasting memories that accompany that special place called sleep-away camp. Illus. 160 pages. Abrams. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95
$4.95

3900443 GO TO THE TRUSS: The True School Tranches. By Gerry Brooks. Ranging from practical topics like social media use in the classroom and parent-teacher meetings to more lighthearted sections such as “The JFK Assassination” and “School Supplies: Yes. We Really Need All That Stuff,” this volume offers comic relief, inspiration, and advice to those who need it the most. Fully illus. 64 pages. Dog & Pony. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95
$4.95

3824853 DON’T BE A NORDIC. By Jo Hoar. A hilarious guide to discovering why the hottest current trend of adopting the Scandinavian lifestyle–isn’t all it’s cracked up to be. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Dog & Pony. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95
$4.95

$4.95

3824047 OLD FARTS: A Spotter’s Guide. By Arno Tinker. Farts, like fine wine, gain character with age, and make the Golden Years a real gas. This spotter’s guide helps identify the signature sound of farters of a certain age as they share their wisdom! Fully illus. in color. Chronicle. Pub. at $16.95
$6.95

3894037 HOW TO WIN AT LIFE…BY CHEATING AT EVERYTHING! By Mark Perez. The author takes you on a journey into the world of Jon Douf, and his full deck of tricks, swindles, rip-offs, and bamboozles. The magic of the film-film and the art of the bunko–we’re all suckers sometimes, so we might as well laugh about it. Well illus. 122 pages. Dark Horse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99
$4.95

3788490 THE EDUCATIONAL ARCHIVES. This limited edition, collectible box with matching thermos, features a special collection of rare educational films, ranging in date from the late 1940s to the early 1960s. Some are as mysterious and all filled with more important mis-information than you can digest in one viewing. Over eight hours on 4 DVDs. Fantoma. Pub. at $49.98
$24.95

3807935 SLOTHILDA: Living the Sloth Life. By Dante Fabi o. A charming collection of comics about a fictional little sloth who’d rather just take it easy. With themes related to work, fitness, food, shopping, home life, pets–this fun collection has an easel back for easy display and is the ultimate gift for a favorite foodie, churchil chocoholic, or domestic dominatrix who believes bitchiness just isn’t an attitude–it’s a lifestyle. Illus. in color. Ten Speed. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99
$3.95

3744148 AUNTY ACID’S GETTING OLDER. By Ged Backland. Everyone’s favorite Auntie shares the penils of sagging boobs, instructions on how to grow old disgracefully and where to find, and dive head first, into that elusive fountain of youth. Fully illus. in color. Gibbs Smith. Pub. at $9.99
$7.95

3763706 HOW TO FART AT WORK. By Mats & Enzo. Anyone who’s ever worked in the office has at one time or another been confronted with this gut-wrenching problem: how to fart at work. Never fear! This little volume has detailed illustrations and expert opinions to help you smooth your way through any awkward situation. 144 pages. Prion. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95
$7.95

3858030 AUNTY ACID BREAKS THE INTERNET. By G. Backland & D. I dden. The sassy senior, Aunty Acid, is back with her unique opinions about technology, so cial media, and the world of Jon Dough, and his full deck of tricks, swindles, rip-offs, and bamboozles. The magic of the film-film and the art of the bunko–we’re all suckers sometimes, so we might as well laugh about it. Well illus. 122 pages. Dark Horse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99
$4.95

3860671 HOW TO CUS S IN WESTERN: (And Other Misavises from the High Desert). By Michael P. Branch. Full of clear eyed explorations of the natural world, wity cultural observations, and heart warming family connections. This is a cranky and hilarious love letter of sorts to the western Great America. This tongue-in-cheek look at the world of Jon Dough, and his full deck of tricks, swindles, rip-offs, and bamboozles. The magic of the film-film and the art of the bunko–we’re all suckers sometimes, so we might as well laugh about it. Well illus. 122 pages. Dark Horse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95
$5.95

381565X PLANET FUNNY: How Comedy Took Over Our Culture. By Ken Jennings. Tracing the evolution of humor from the caveman days to the bawdy middle-class antics of Chaucer to Monty Python’s game-changing silliness to the fast-paced metahumor of The Simpsons, Jennings explains how we built our hum-a-saturated, modern age, where lots of us get our news from comedy shows and a comic figure can be elected president. 312 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $26.00
$4.95

6982130 HEY RANGER! True Tales of Harven ture from America’s National Parks. By Jim Burnett. In his thirty years with the park service, Burnett has seen it all: boatrop mishaps, violent thunderstorms, grizzly bears, and skunks in the outhouse and bears at the dumpster; visitors looking for the bridge over the Grand Canyon, and more. Photos. 227 pages. Taylor. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95
$12.95

2982745 THIEF BY DIARIES: Diaries of a Hangman. 1977-2002. By David Sedaris. For forty years, Sedaris has kept a diary in which he records everything that captures his attention. It is an account of how a drug abusing dropout escaped from an institutional House of Pancakes and a chronic inability to hold down a real job became one of the funniest people on the planet. 514 pages. Little, Brown. “Pickup and Putdown” Award. Paperback. Pub. at $17.50
$4.95

LIMITED QUANTITY! ★ 3909824 THE BOOK OF FECKIN’ IRISH INSULTS: For Goddaws as Thick as Manure and Only Half as Useful. By C. Murphy & D. O’Dea. Why stand around and let other people have your dinner? Why speak spelling IQ or are useless as a concrete curach, grab this Feckin’ book now and get your insult in first! 64 pages. O’Brien Press. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95
$9.95

6746160 ELECTED! PRESIDENT TRUMP PARODY. By T. Connor & J. Dowley. Follow President Trump on his historic, world-altering journey from the cradle to The Donald to the Oval Office. What truly defines his unique opinions about the world? This issue of TrumpTimeMagazine, President Trump promises to re-make America in his own image. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Grand Central. 8x10%. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99
$3.95
Gardening Fundamentals & Techniques


384550 PRACTICAL ORGANIC GARDENING: The Non-Nonsense Guide to Growing Naturally. By Mark Highland. A scientifically driven, modern-day dive into the organic methods, products, and practices that will appeal to any home gardener. From years of research, you’ll learn effective ways to eliminate chemicals and still maintain vigorous, healthy plants. Well Hills, in color, 240 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8¼ x 10¼/. Pub. at $30.00. $7.95

391349X GARDEN ANYWHERE. By Alys Fowler. Puts at your fingertips everything you need to know to start your own garden—no matter how much space you have. From abundant window-box gardens and bounteous backyards to balcony boxes, this book offers step by step instructions that demystify working the soil and cultivating flowers and produce. Fully color, in color, 196 pages. Timber. Chronicle. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $7.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3887952 DOWN TO EARTH WITH HELEN DILLON. The noted gardener encapsulates, in her inimitable witty and accessible style, her life-long love of gardening know-how, deep love of plants, and assured sense of design. Divided into three sections: Beginners Stuff, The Middle Stuff, and The Stuff That Matters. Fully color. Cool Hill, in color, 268 pages. Timber. Hardcover. Pub. at $34.95. $19.95

3880133 PLANTS WITH STYLE. By Kelly Norris. Why settle for lackluster garden experience when Norris can guide you to the botanical riches available to today’s gardeners. Along the way, he shows you how to forge a personal style in harmony with your garden’s setting and local environment. Fully color, in color, 268 pages. Timber. Hardcover. Pub. at $24.95. $6.95


3808289 ORGANIC BOOK OF COMPPOST, 2ND REVISED EDITION. By Pauline Pears. Written in clear and simple terms, this concise resource provides everything you need to know about compost, how it works, and how to make it and use it. With detailed chapters on the benefits of composting, getting started, making compost, and composting, this book is the only guide on composting you’ll ever need. Fully color, in color, 192 pages, Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

3844595 THE NEW GARDENER’S HANDBOOK. Everything You Need to Know to Start a Beautiful Home Garden. By Daryl Beyers. In this easy to follow handbook you’ll find not only the hows but the whys—the proven science—of what makes a garden work. From A-Z this book provides everything you need to bloom as a gardener: soil prep, planting, watering, plant selection, pruning, feeding, and propagation. Well Hills, in color, 238 pages. Timber. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95


3835079 GARDEN ALCHEMY. By Stephanie Rose. A hands on guide for gardeners who want control over what goes into the garden. Offers step by step instructions and recipes for dozens of helpful organic solutions. You’ll learn the skills to grow a thriving garden by following recipes for soil amendments, compost boosters, back yard wildlife food, and natural fertilizers and much more. Well Hills, in color, 128 pages. Cool Springs Press. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

3901637 GARDEN MADE. By Stephanie Rose. Blending the pleasures of gardening with the joys of crafting, this guide showcases over forty projects to adorn your garden, beautify your home, or give as gifts. With full step by step instructions, as well as gardens for the books in this series, you’ll inspire seasoned and novice gardeners, and everyone in between. Fully color, in color, 178 pages. Roost. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $5.95

3870877 ESSENTIAL PERENNIALS FOR EVERY GARDEN: Selection, Care, and Profiles for over 110 Easy-Care Perennials. By J. Coulter. Drawing from years of knowledge and practice these expert gardeners share effective techniques, helpful advice, and a bounty of resources for gardeners at all levels of expertise. An absolute must have book for anyone with a garden. Fully color, in color, 200 pages. Timber. Hardcover. Pub. at $16.99. $11.95

3914676 THE ORCHID GUIDE: Know to Grow a Beautiful & Bountiful Garden in Three Easy Sections. By Kelly Norris. Why settle for lackluster gardens filled with dull, ho-hum plants when Norris can guide you to the botanical riches available to today’s gardeners. Along the way, he shows you how to forge a personal style in harmony with your garden’s setting and local environment. Fully color, in color, 288 pages. Timber. Hardcover. Pub. at $60.00. $34.95

387974X PLANTING THE NATURAL GARDEN. By P. Oudolf & J. Courtier. Packed with photographs, this resource zeroes in on the New Perennial Movement’s power to move us, making its distinctive plant palette available to all. For gardeners who love the dreamy moods and colors that Oudolf and Gentzen celebrate, it’s the key to a magic kingdom of garden beauty. 288 pages. Timber. Hardcover. Pub. at $40.00. $29.95


Plant Directories & Growing Guides


See more titles at erhbc.com/829
**Plant Directories & Growing Guides**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author/Editor</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LILACS, REVISED: A Gardener's Encyclopedia</td>
<td>John L. Frederick</td>
<td>Includes descriptions of over 400 species, including information on culture,</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEST PERENNIALS FOR SUN AND SHADE: Home Grown Gardening</td>
<td>Malcolm H. Johnson</td>
<td>Profiles of over 700 plants, includes tips on planting, care, and uses.</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TROPICAL FOLIAGE PLANTS, SECOND EDITION: A Grower's Guide</td>
<td>Lynn P. Griffith</td>
<td>Guides growers on selecting and growing tropical plants.</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE PLANT LOVER'S GUIDE TO PRIMULAS</td>
<td>Paul &amp; Helen Picon</td>
<td>Profiles of over 100 species, includes care, propagation, and uses.</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE PLANT LOVER'S GUIDE TO ASTERS</td>
<td>Paul &amp; Helen Picon</td>
<td>Guides on selecting, growing, and using asters.</td>
<td>38146</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE PLANT LOVER'S GUIDE TO WEATHER &amp; CLIMATE</td>
<td>Michael Allaby</td>
<td>Guides on selecting plants for different climates.</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE PLANT LOVER'S GUIDE TO PRIMROSES</td>
<td>Barnhaven Primroses</td>
<td>Profiles of over 100 species, includes care, propagation, and uses.</td>
<td>381459</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROWING HEIRLOOM FLOWERS: Bring the Vintage Beauty of Heritage Blooms to Your Modern Garden</td>
<td>Chris McLaughlin</td>
<td>Guides on growing heirloom flowers. Includes care, propagation, and uses.</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORTHWEST FRUIT &amp; VEGETABLE GARDENING</td>
<td>Andy Vernon</td>
<td>Guides on growing fruits and vegetables, includes care and uses.</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEGETABLE GARDENING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINI FARMING: Self-Sufficiency on 1/4 Acre</td>
<td>Brett L. Markham</td>
<td>Guides on growing and raising crops, includes care, propagation, and uses.</td>
<td>18470</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINDING GOOD FARMLAND</td>
<td>Ami Larkin Ed.</td>
<td>Guides on finding farmland, includes care, propagation, and uses.</td>
<td>38920</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROW WHAT YOU LOVE: 12 Food Plant Families to Change Your Life</td>
<td>Emily Murphy</td>
<td>Guides on growing 12 food plant families, includes care, propagation, and uses.</td>
<td>38920</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miniature Gardens</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEP-BY-STEP ULTIMATE YARD &amp; GARDEN: Create a Paradise of Your Own</td>
<td>Andy Vernon</td>
<td>Guides on creating miniature gardens, includes care, propagation, and uses.</td>
<td>382176</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Garden Plans & Planting Schemes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author/Editor</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STRAW BALE GARDENS COMPLETE</td>
<td>Joel Karsen</td>
<td>Guides on creating straw bale gardens, includes care, propagation, and uses.</td>
<td>292674</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PLANTS &amp; FLOWERS, Ed. by Christopher Brickell</td>
<td>844 pages.</td>
<td>Guides on selecting and growing plants, includes care, propagation, and uses.</td>
<td>375910</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE FLOWERED GARDEN: Supercharge Your Borders and Containers with 100 Colourful Plant Combinations</td>
<td>Andy Vernon</td>
<td>Guides on selecting and growing plants, includes care, propagation, and uses.</td>
<td>296955</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE GARDENER'S BOTANICAL: An Encyclopedia of Latin Plant Names</td>
<td>Ross Bayton</td>
<td>Guides on identifying and growing plants, includes care, propagation, and uses.</td>
<td>29800</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE IRIS FAMILY: Natural History &amp; Classification</td>
<td>P. Goldblatt &amp; J. C. Manning</td>
<td>Guides on identifying and growing plants, includes care, propagation, and uses.</td>
<td>319294</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAMILIAR FLOWERS OF FIELD &amp; GARDEN</td>
<td>John L. Frederick</td>
<td>Guides on identifying and growing plants, includes care, propagation, and uses.</td>
<td>370476</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIY AUTOFLOWERING CANNABIS: An Easy Way to Grow Your Own</td>
<td>John L. Frederick</td>
<td>Guides on growing cannabis, includes care, propagation, and uses.</td>
<td>375841</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOW TO CULTIVATE THEM</td>
<td>P. Goldblatt &amp; J. C. Manning</td>
<td>Guides on identifying and growing plants, includes care, propagation, and uses.</td>
<td>35328</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE IRIS FAMILY: Natural History &amp; Classification</td>
<td>P. Goldblatt &amp; J. C. Manning</td>
<td>Guides on identifying and growing plants, includes care, propagation, and uses.</td>
<td>381459</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE PLANT LOVER'S GUIDE TO PRIMROSES</td>
<td>Barnhaven Primroses</td>
<td>Profiles of over 100 species, includes care, propagation, and uses.</td>
<td>381456</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE IRIS FAMILY: Natural History &amp; Classification</td>
<td>P. Goldblatt &amp; J. C. Manning</td>
<td>Guides on identifying and growing plants, includes care, propagation, and uses.</td>
<td>381459</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREEPING THISTLE: The World of Thistles</td>
<td>Malcolm H. Johnson</td>
<td>Guides on identifying and growing plants, includes care, propagation, and uses.</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Vegetable Gardening**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author/Editor</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MINI FARMING: Self-Sufficiency on 1/4 Acre</td>
<td>Brett L. Markham</td>
<td>Guides on growing and raising crops, includes care, propagation, and uses.</td>
<td>184403</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINDING GOOD FARMLAND</td>
<td>Ami Larkin Ed.</td>
<td>Guides on finding farmland, includes care, propagation, and uses.</td>
<td>38920</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROW WHAT YOU LOVE: 12 Food Plant Families to Change Your Life</td>
<td>Emily Murphy</td>
<td>Guides on growing 12 food plant families, includes care, propagation, and uses.</td>
<td>38920</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miniature Gardens</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEP-BY-STEP ULTIMATE YARD &amp; GARDEN: Create a Paradise of Your Own</td>
<td>Andy Vernon</td>
<td>Guides on creating miniature gardens, includes care, propagation, and uses.</td>
<td>382176</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Limited Quantities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author/Editor</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LILACS, REVISED: A Gardener's Encyclopedia</td>
<td>John L. Frederick</td>
<td>Includes descriptions of over 400 species, including information on culture, care, propagation, and uses.</td>
<td>380826</td>
<td>$22.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEST PERENNIALS FOR SUN AND SHADE: Home Grown Gardening</td>
<td>Malcolm H. Johnson</td>
<td>Guides on selecting, growing, and using perennials.</td>
<td>384056</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE PLANT LOVER'S GUIDE TO PRIMULAS</td>
<td>Paul &amp; Helen Picon</td>
<td>Profiles of over 100 species, includes care, propagation, and uses.</td>
<td>381404</td>
<td>$22.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROWING HEIRLOOM FLOWERS: Bring the Vintage Beauty of Heritage Blooms to Your Modern Garden</td>
<td>Chris McLaughlin</td>
<td>Guides on growing heirloom flowers. Includes care, propagation, and uses.</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORTHWEST FRUIT &amp; VEGETABLE GARDENING</td>
<td>Andy Vernon</td>
<td>Guides on growing fruits and vegetables, includes care and uses.</td>
<td>29204</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEGETABLE GARDENING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINI FARMING: Self-Sufficiency on 1/4 Acre</td>
<td>Brett L. Markham</td>
<td>Guides on growing and raising crops, includes care, propagation, and uses.</td>
<td>184403</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINDING GOOD FARMLAND</td>
<td>Ami Larkin Ed.</td>
<td>Guides on finding farmland, includes care, propagation, and uses.</td>
<td>38920</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROW WHAT YOU LOVE: 12 Food Plant Families to Change Your Life</td>
<td>Emily Murphy</td>
<td>Guides on growing 12 food plant families, includes care, propagation, and uses.</td>
<td>38920</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miniature Gardens</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEP-BY-STEP ULTIMATE YARD &amp; GARDEN: Create a Paradise of Your Own</td>
<td>Andy Vernon</td>
<td>Guides on creating miniature gardens, includes care, propagation, and uses.</td>
<td>382176</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cultivating a Sense of Place. Archival photographs, depicts the glorious American countryside as indoors with simple arrangements and homegrown recipes. Turn of a page. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Martingale. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99

28931249 100 JAPANESE GARDENS. By Stephen Mansfield. An ambitious attempt to profile the finest gardens throughout Japan, including those in Kyoto and Tokyo as well as many lesser known but equally stunning landscapes in less visited parts of the country. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Tuttle. $11.95

2850494 AMERICAN GARDENS 1890-1930: Northeast, Mid-Atlantic, and Midwest Regional Styles. By Edmund Ed Chasins. From the intimate New Hampshire gardens of the sculptor Augustus Saint-Gaudens to the Hudson River estate of John D. Rockefeller, this volume, with over 200 rare archival photographs, depicts the glorious American countryside as it was envisioned by the country’s most talented landscape architects. 256 pages. Acanthus. 12x12. $39.95

2891023 THE GARDENS OF BUNNY MELTON. By Linda Ed Foyt. This lavishly illustrated volume is the first to focus on all of the public and private gardens that Melton designed, and is filled with her own garden plans, sketches, and watercolors, as well as with archival photographs of the gardens, farm, and horticultural library at Oak Spring, the Melton estate in Virginia. 308 pages. Vendome. 9x12¼. $47.95
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section explaining photos. 48 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

Knitting

2867877 KNITTED SCARVES: Knit--13 Stylish Projects to Make. Ed. by Richard Wilk. 8½x11. Paperback. This perfect accessory to complete any outfit, and any of these designs will brighten the day. This guide offers easy to follow patterns suitable for all abilities; ideal portable projects for knitters on the go; and a technique all the necessary basic skills. Color photos. 28 pages. Storey. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

2862546 HIP CROCHET. By Natalie Clegg. Bursing with fun practical and frivolous ideas this book for colorful new collection, the first and tested fabulous projects to make: hot-water bottle cozy; draft snake, tablecloth, a contemporary Union Jack cushion cover and more. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Tuva. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

**3834956 KNITTING MAGIC: The Official Harry Potter Knitting Pattern Book.** By Tanis Gray, photos by L. Flippin. Sprinkled with fun facts and behind the scenes insights, this volume is filled with 28 magical patterns covering a range of skill levels including sweaters, socks, scarves, blankets, and more. So summon your inner wizardry and boldly wield your needles and dpns so you're sure to set off the magic in your next knitting project. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. New Holland. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

**LIMITED EDITION 3867617 RAINBOW CROCHETED AFGHANS.** By Amanda Perrett. Crochet 21 rainbow of bright and beautiful afghans with this guide featuring 10 irresistible projects, and color variations for twenty more. Includes easy to follow instructions and crochet charts, as well as insights for building with each afghan block by block. 128 pages. Storey. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**767281 HAPPY FEET: Unique Knits to Knock Your Socks Off.** By Cathy Carron. 160 pages. Sixth & Spring. 8½x10. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**3825329 JOMO KNITS: 21 Projects to Celebrate the Joy of Missing Out.** By Christine Boggis. This inspiring collection of 21 projects and ideas also includes insights into how to use knitting to unwind from the demands of our over-stimulated and digitalized lives. Dotted throughout are special sections exploring the link between knitting and JOMO (joy of missing out), along with humorous observations and lists. Includes a tools and techniques section. Fully illus. in color. 152 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95

**3787281 CROCHET BASICS: The Complete Illustrated Guide to Making Crochet Projects.** By Susan Thompson. Learn how to embellish a blanket, shower curtain, bistro curtain, a hat, gift boxes and bags, and greeting cards with your colorful blooms. Thompson includes simple tips, techniques, and directions to make her lovely blossoms with a crochet hook and yarn! Fully illus. in color. Becker & Mayer. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95

3873226 CUTE CROCHET WORLD. By Suzann Thompson. An absolutely adorable assortment of 51 crochet motifs that range in style from cute to classic. Includes motifs for various holidays, seasons, toys, toys, home and transportation. There's something here for everyone! Includes complete instructions with charts and patterns. Fully illus. in color. Lark. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

**3912939 ONCE UPON A TIME...IN CROCHET.** By Lynne Rowe. Choose from 30 colorful fairytale characters and use the simple patterns to create toys and keepsakes. Includes easy to use step by step techniques with pictures. Each pattern is accompanied by an easy to follow schematic. Fully illus. in color. Lark. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

**3822087 KNITTING WITH GIANT NEEDLES: Simple Projects to Knit and Crochet.** By Hanna Charlotte Ernholm. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Dorling Kindersley. $5.95


3750744 LOOM KNITTING: 35 Quick and Colorful Knits on a Loop. By Lucy Hopping. 128 pages. CICO Books. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95


**2653825 KNITTING MODULAR SHAWLS, WRAPS, AND STOLES.** By Melissa Leapman. Well illus. in color. 288 pages. Storey. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $32.00

**3826546 HIP CROCHET. By Natalie Clegg. Bursing with fun practical and frivolous ideas this book for colorful new collection, the first and tested fabulous projects to make: hot-water bottle cozy; draft snake, tablecloth, a contemporary Union Jack cushion cover and more. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Tuva. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

**LIMITED EDITION 3867617 RAINBOW CROCHETED AFGHANS.** By Amanda Perrett. Crochet 21 rainbow of bright and beautiful afghans with this guide featuring 10 irresistible projects, and color variations for twenty more. Includes easy to follow instructions and crochet charts, as well as insights for building with each afghan block by block. 128 pages. Storey. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**2997738 CUTE & EASY CROCHET WITH FLOWERS: 35 Beautiful Projects Using Floral Motifs.** By Nicki Trench. Features 35 patterns for creating beautiful crochet projects using beautiful floral motifs and decorations. For beginners through experienced crocheters, it also includes a Crochet Know-How section. Projects include a poppy purse, fingerless gloves, tabi-cloth, baby blanket, floral bag and much more. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. CICO Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**3898038 CROCHETED ANIMAL HATS: 33 Super Simple Projects to Make for Babies, Kids and the Young at Heart.** By Nicki Trench. Ideal for beginner crocheters who will love the wide variety of projects as well as more experienced ones who can get their teeth into being creative with animal features! A wide variety of popular animals means everyone is sure to have a favorite: there is a lion, a penguin, a koala, and a much more! Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. CICO Books. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

3891502 BABY BRIGHTS: 30 Colorful Crochet Accessories. By Kathleen McCartney. Whether you’re looking for something special for a baby or a gift for a little one of your own, this irresistible collection gives you 30 adorable projects in colorful play that will delight young and old alike. Babies will love the Monster Hat, Circle Square Blanket, Fish Rattle, Owl Hooded Towel, and more. Fully illus. in color. 126 pages. Lark. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

**3877035 MY CROCHET WARDROBE.** By Cassie Ward. This delightful volume includes 15 wonderfully wearable and on-trend crochet garments, using a variety of different yarns and techniques. The collection includes jumpers, cardigans, ponchos, kimonos and cover-ups, ranging in difficulty from the beginner to the more advanced crocheter. Each pattern is accompanied by a step by step instructions and a section on crochet basics and finishing techniques. Fully illus. in color. 126 pages. Spring House. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

**3825435 SIMPLE CROCHETED HATS: 15 Beautiful Designs to Create with Ease.** By Vanessa Mooncie. There are 15 hats featuring a range of clearly presented and beautifully photographed basic crochet techniques are explained in a separate section, so you can try a new hat unhindered by time! 143 pages. Guild of Master Craftsman. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95
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**SOLD OUT** 393272 VINTAGE TINTED LINENS & QUILTS. By B. Howlett & J. Howlett. Adding a touch of color transformed simple, popular quilts into timeless treasures. Here are dozens of desirable patterns and instructions for embroidery and coloring quilts, patchwork sheets, and more. Color photos. 96 pages. Designers Guild. 8½x11. Full color. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


**SOLD OUT** 3827448 HOW TO MAKE CURTAIN PANELS. By Rebecca Yaker. Pull your sewing skills to work making custom window dressings that reflect your personal style. From calculating yardage to selecting appropriate fixtures and hardware, Yaker guides you through the entire process. Drawings. 128 pages. Storey. Full color. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**SOLD OUT** 3843271 ZOMBIE FELTIES: How to Raise 16 Gruesome Felt Creatures from the Dead. By Lisa Teng. Shink your own new creation in town, and it’ll be a pretty one! These Zombie Felties are uncannily easy to make, need no special skills, and are down right terrifying—from the sinister Dead Ducky to the horridly Zombie Bride—there’s something here for every taste. Includes complete instructions. Full color. 20 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

**SOLD OUT** 3834247 WE LOVE TO SEW: 28 Pretty Things to Make. By Annabel Wrigley. Choose from 28 super fun projects you can make with friends, learn to make one of a kind jewelry, bags, and stuff for your room; and develop crafty skills you didn’t know you had with this fun and easy-to-sew project plan. 9½x12. Full color. 176 pages. Fun Stitch Studio. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

**SOLD OUT** 3841804 SEWING BASICS FOR EVERY BODY: 20 Step-by-Step Essential Pieces for Modern Living. By L. Roberts & H. Lotti. A concise collection of tutorials to make 20 beautiful classic garments suitable for any body regardless of gender, age or shape. Patterns for all sizes. All the variations to make 20 different designs are included on three pull out, full scale patterns that cover ten sizes. Full color. Many in color. 159 pages. CI&CO Books. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


**SOLD OUT** 3923318 CUT IT, SEW IT, STOW IT: Organizers for Your Home. By Ebyone Love. Well illus. in color. 56 pages. Annie’s. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95


**SOLD OUT** 379198X DODDLE STITCHING: THE CHRISTMAS COLLECTION TRANSFER PACK. By Aimee Ray. Filled with 100 holiday designs that are printed on reusable transfer paper for quick and easy application. Pick and choose your own colors and stitches to create your own one of a kind designs. The necessary supplies you’ll need, has directions transforming the motifs, and contains a fully illustrated stitch library. Full color. Spiral bound. Pub. at $14.95


**SOLD OUT** 3852308 LITTLE FLOWERS IN SILK and ORGANZA RIBBON. By D. van Niekerk & M. Zhereva. This irresistible step by step instruction guide is designed without making real flowers in silk and organza ribbon. Using a combination of thread, ribbon embroidery, stumpwork, and other techniques, you can produce beautiful and realistic flowers in silk and organza ribbon. This complete guide to over 250 different designs from the author’s popular books includes instructions and how to achieve the various effects. Includes all the basic techniques and step-by-step instructions. 160 pages. Search. Full color. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

**SOLD OUT** 3888422 BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO STUMPWORK. By Kay Dennis. Using over 100 step by step photographs, Dennis shows how to create flowers, fruit, trees, birds, insects and more to produce beautifully realistic designs. Includes 25 beautifully illustrated step projects from decorating shirts to decorating tablecloths and linens, and embroidered wall hangings. Full color. 112 pages. Landauer Books. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**SOLD OUT** 3888423 HOW TO EMBROIDER ALMOST EVERYTHING. By Wendi Gratz. A fun collection of over 500 stitch motifs that offer a fresh new take on embroidery. With a detailed checklist of everything you need and step by step tutorials for essentials, this guide will help you take your first steps to embroidering and creating beautiful drawings with needle and thread. Full color. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**SOLD OUT** 2914115 HAND-STITCHED LANDSCAPES & FLOWERS. By Katrina Witten. 144 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

**SOLD OUT** 384414 BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO VINTAGE HANDBAGS. By Lesley Wilkins. 64 pages. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

**SOLD OUT** 6908151 STITCHED GIFTS. By Jessica Marquez. Fully illus. in color. 136 pages. Chronicle. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


**SOLD OUT** 3724239 DISNEY PRINCESS CROSS-STITCH. By Natali Rudenko. Fully illus. in color. 60 pages. Running Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95

**SOLD OUT** 3788768 50 SUNFLOWERS TO KNIT, CROCHET & FELT. By Kristin Nicholas. Create your very own garden with these original sunflower designs, from blooms and buds to leaves, full of hearts and tiny sunflower loving critters. With instructions and useful information on knitting, crochet, and felt making techniques, as well as inspirational advice on how to tone them up and fully illus. in color. 128 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99

**SOLD OUT** 3847357 FELT FANTASTIC: Over 25 Brilliant Things to Make with Felt. By Sarah Tregembling. Brightly colored wool felt is easy to work with and most of these projects can be made up in a couple of hours. This fantastic craft book is packed with instruction and step by step projects. Choose from trinket pots, seasonal decorations and cute accessories for kids and grown ups. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. David & Charles. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99

**SOLD OUT** 3888693 I CAN MAKE MY OWN ACCESSORIES. By Wendi Gratz. Fully illus. in color. 104 pages. Runway Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**SOLD OUT** 3920897 CRAFTY DOLLS: Simple Steps to Sew and Knit Adorable Dolls. By Wendi Gratz. Choose from more than 30 knitted and sewn variations, from a fairy ballerina and superhero to a topsy-turvy Cinderella and Peter Pan. Dolls accessories include handbags, hats, and shoes. Includes knitting patterns, sewing templates, and easy instructions. Fully illus. in color. 125 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paper: $20.00

See more titles at erhbc.com/829

- - -
Crafting Techniques & References

**3782158** THE SCULPTING BOOK: A Complete Introduction to Modeling the Human Figure. By Helen D. Dracos. Shows you step by step how to sculpt realistic figures, from face to feet, through ten projects. The first five lessons teach the elements of figure sculpture, and the next five offer a sequence for effective skill building as you create a bar-relief portrait, an animal, a standing nude, a bust, and a life-size figure. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Schiffer. 9x11½. $21.95

**3281296 THUNDER ON THE ENGLISH EAGLE.** By Denny Rogers. The ultimate reference guide for bird lovers, woodcarvers, and artists, with proportion charts that reduce each full-scale measurement so that the birds can be created in any size. These drawings deliver every realistic detail of the bird—down to each feather—that can be infused into your artistic creations. Fully illus. many in color. 80 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

**3042235 INTRODUCTION TO BOOKBINDING & CUSTOM CASES: A Project Approach for Learning Traditional Methods.** By Tom & Cindy Hollandier. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. Schiffer. 9x11½. $29.95

**5651506 THE EVERYTHING GUIDE TO SELLING ARTS & CRAFTS ONLINE: How to Sell on Etsy, eBay, Your Storefront, and Everywhere Else Online.** By Kim S. Schaefer. 7½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95


**3461256 BEADWORK FOR BEGINNERS: Learn the Basics of Beadwork.** By Sarah Hasel. Fully illus. in color. 135 pages. North Light. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

**3465144 BEADING FOR BEGINNERS: Learn How to Make Basic Beaded Jewelry.** By Sarah Withers. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. North Light. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

**398908X BLING & BOWS: How to Design & Create Your Own Flowers.** By Kathleen Barry. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Chronicle. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95


**3702006 THE BEADING ANSWER BOOK: Solutions to Every Problem You'll Ever Face, Answers to Every Question You'll Ever Ask.** By Kay C. Beatty. 431 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**2992035 BEAUTIFUL BEADWORK FROM NATURE: 16 Stunning Jewelry Projects Inspired by the Natural World.** By Melissa Shippee. 168 pages. Lark. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95

**3823455 TWIST, TURN, & TIE: 50 Japanese Kumihimo Braids.** By Ikuyo Honma. Contains details on Kumihimo terminology, instruction for starting and finishing braids, tips for calculating thread and bead counts and more. Includes the list of tools and materials and step by step instructions for basic loom braiding for 50 gorgeous projects. There’s even a mini braiding loom included. Well illus. in color. 126 pages. Barron’s. Pub. at $21.99

**3877271 MAKING METAL JEWELRY: Projects, Techniques, Inspiration.** By Joanna Golberg. Create a wide array of chic jewelry without having to solder or use a torch. Cold-connecting metal is a great way to learn the basics, it’s inexpensive and readily available, and the techniques provide a solid base for all types of metal work. Includes step by step instructions. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Lark. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95


**3896374 PEARL PROJECTS FOR BEADWORKERS.** By Daphne Yu. Discover how to make your own unique jewelry designs with pearls. Detailed step by step photos, diagrams and simple to follow instructions guide you in the 23 projects presented here. Each showcases the color, luster, shape, and size of pearls; pearls mixed with crystals; pearls on their own, and pearls mixed with other semi-precious stones. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

**3899633 YOU CAN MAKE WIRE & BEAD JEWELRY: A Step-by-Step Project Guide.** By Ani Afshar. Wire and glass beads are combined in this jewelry-making guide as equal partners, making thependant of wire more than just rings for attachments. Includes step by step instructions and color photographs of each step along with a gallery of beautiful pieces to inspire you. 48 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

**3899585 BEADS &  WIRE JEWELRY: A Step-by-Step Workshop.** By Ani Afshar. Create a beaded necklace with long ribbon streamers and more with this guide that includes over 100 color photographs that detail each step. A gallery of similar jewelry made by the author to help inspire you. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95


**6817076 75 CHINESE, CELTB, & ORNAMENTAL KNOTS.** By L. Williams & E. Mann. Illus. in color. 128 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95

Fabric & Textile Arts

**3826235 THREE-DIMENSIONAL TEXTILES WITH COILS, LOOPS, KNOTS AND NETS.** By Ruth Lee. Create stunning two and three dimensional structures with simple techniques that need no sewing or special skills. Each technique is explained with step by step instructions and diagrams, while photos of stunning textile work throughout provides inspiration for taking your ideas further. 128 pages. Batsford. 9x11. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95

**3814142 BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO PUNCH NEEDLE PROJECTS: 25 Accessories and Decorations to Embroider in Relief.** By Juliette Michele. Learn all the basics of punch needle, then follow step by step instructions to complete 26 punch needle masterpieces full of color, texture, and style. With 21 easy-to-use patterns, material lists, color suggestions, and photography for each project, this is the perfect guide for any crafter looking to try something new. 96 pages. Landauer Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99
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Fashion & Costume

3912782 VOGUE ESSENTIALS: Lingerie. By Anna Cryer. From silk to lace, bondage to bralettes, La Perla to Agent Provocateur, this

383080X LOLITA: Style Icon. By Giulia Pivetta. No longer a child but not yet a woman, Lolita encapsulates one of the most

3811476 WOMEN’S HATS OF THE 20TH CENTURY FOR DESIGNERS & COLLECTORS. By M. Reilly & M.B. Detrich. Organized in
time-line sequence, from the late Victorian era through the 1960s, this is the only comprehensive history of the milliners of both America and Europe, along with tips on dating, valuation, and storing. Fully illus. in color. 255 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95


3911290 FASHION IN THE AGE OF JANE AUSTEN: Regency Fashion. By Norma Shephard. From corsets to negligees to reverse thongs, hundreds of fascinating garments are shown in over 500 color photographs that capture the social and sexual dynamics of early 19th-century England. Includes full glossary, comprehensive index. Fully illus. in color. 308 pages. Yale. Pub. at $29.95 $22.95

3870685 DRESS IN THE AGE OF JANE AUSTEN: Regency Fashion. By Norma Shephard. From corsets to negligees to reverse thongs, hundreds of fascinating garments are shown in over 500 color photographs that capture the social and sexual dynamics of early 19th-century England. Includes full glossary, comprehensive index. Fully illus. in color. 308 pages. Yale. Pub. at $29.95 $22.95

3888908 MANUFACTURING PROCESSES FOR TEXTILE AND FASHION DESIGN PROFESSIONALS. By Rob Thompson. Introduces the only encyclopedic guide that clearly explains over 600 textile and garment production techniques and over 60 materials used in textile and fashion design. Fully illus. in color. 316 pages. Chelsea. Pub. at $59.95 $49.95

3837754 THE FASHION CHRONICLES: The Style Stories of History’s Best Dressed. By Amber Butchart. From Eve’s fig leaf to Beyoncé’s Black Panther homage, the way we choose to adorn ourselves is part of our history. Butchart tells the fascinating sartorial stories, across five thousand years, of 100 of the best-dressed people in history. Well illus. in color. 268 pages. Unichrome. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

3830152 SCAASI: American Couturier. By Pamela A. Purlam with W. DeGregorio. Features period photographs; sketches, notes, and clippings from Scaasi’s personal archives, plus interviews with his designers, employees, editors, and publications. 8¼x11. Pub. at $55.00 $45.00

3870959 HOW TO MAKE 100 RIBBON EMBELLISHMENTS. By Elaine Schmidt. Well illus. in color. 143 pages. Creative Publishing Int. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

2895595 HOW TO MAKE 100 RIBBON EMBELLISHMENTS. By Elaine Schmidt. Well illus. in color. 143 pages. Creative Publishing Int. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

2896234 MARLEAU VOOODOO VOODOO PAPERS. By Tom Tierney. Paper dolls and accurate costume details help take you inside the world of Marie LaVau (1794–1881), New Orleans’ powerful “voodoo queen.” Includes dolls of characters from her life, along with important people in her life, and Voodoo deities, Fully illus. in color. 43 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

3879803 THE CAPSULE WARDROBE: 1300 Outfits from 30 Pieces. By Wendy Mak. De-clutter your closet, maximize your fashion choices, and reinvent your own personal style with the detailed descriptions and illustrated ideas for creating over 1300 outfits in this guide, plus a list of all one thousand outfits in a handy table. Let Mak help you revitalize your closet, and make dressing easy. Skye. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3882969 KICKS: The Great American Story of Sneakers. By Nicholas Smith. You will meet the visionaries of sneaker history; genius rubber inventor Charles Goodyear; rivalry between the great footwear companies; the road-warrior Chuck Taylor, hawking shoes out of his trunk; and many more mavericks, hustlers, and dreamers. 308 pages. Crown. Pub. at $27.95 $19.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3835065 ART DECO FASHION: Masterpieces of Art. By Gordon Kerr. Guides you through the liberating world of Art Deco fashion with a captivating narrative moving from the end of the First World War and into the luxurious Roaring Twenties and the Jazz Age. Discover the influences and illustrations that made the decade what it was. Fully illus. most in color. 128 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

3784954 PERFUME: A Century of Scents. By Lizzie Ostrom. An olfactory adventure that explores the trends and crazes that have shaped and popularized perfumery over the past century. Scent is truly a passport to memory, making this volume both a lush treat and an insightful examination of how scent shapes the human experience through the most mysterious of the five senses. Illus. 374 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $26.95 $17.95

3782083 IN INTIMATE DETAIL: How to Choose, Wear, and Care for the Underpinnings of Your Dreams. By Cora Harrington. In this beautifully illustrated handbook, you’ll learn the basics of what to wear, and care for the underpinnings of your dreams. 143 pages. Ten Speed. Pub. at $25.00 $19.95

3911762 NATURAL DYEING: 20 Projects for Every Season. By Mariko Asada. A perfect guide for both beginners and experienced dyers alike, the author teaches you everything you need to know about dying with natural dyes. Illus. in color. 143 pages. Nippan IFS. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

3881099 A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO NEEDLE LACE. By Jacqueline Peter. Step by step Peter explains the needed materials, takes you through the first core skills, and teaches the process from creating the pattern and preparing the support, to separating, trimming, and smoothing, to help you master all the basics of needle lace making. Fully illus. in color. 127 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. $21.95

2890226 THE ANDEN SCIENCE OF WEAVING: Structures and Techniques of Warp-Faced Weaves. By D.Y. Arnold & E. Espejo. The warp-faced weaves of the Andes are the most complex in the world. This celebration of both the brilliant and sophisticated weaving tradition provides a new way of understanding one of the great craft traditions of the world. Features an alternative classification system via tables, photographs, and diagrams. 352 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9¼x12. Pub. at $95.00 $29.95

3871827 FOOLPROOF FABRIC DYING: Book by Step Instructions–900 Color Recipes. By Linda Johansen. Dyeing is addictive, and this complete and easy to follow guide includes recipes for every shade and hue for each color of the spectrum. Included are directions for Dharma and Pro Chemical dyes. Illus. in color. 159 pages. Out of Print. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

3709302 WELCOME TO WEAVING 2. By Lindsey Campbell. Expand your weaving skills with the new techniques-plus twelve stylish projects—featured in this edition. Campbell offers you just the right amount of information and encouragement to help you get great weaving results. All of the techniques and weavings can be completed on the loom you make yourself from the included instructions. Fully illus. in color. 159 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

2895505 HOW TO MAKE 100 RIBBON EMBELLISHMENTS. By Elaine Schmidt. Well illus. in color. 143 pages. Creative Publishing Int. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

2895595 HOW TO MAKE 100 RIBBON EMBELLISHMENTS. By Elaine Schmidt. Well illus. in color. 143 pages. Creative Publishing Int. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

2886065 CREATING WITH RIBBONS, TAPES, AND TWINE. By Nancy Needham. A how-to guide for making interesting and inexpensive ribbon crafts. 144 pages. Collier Macmillan. Pub. at $6.95 $4.95

2895595 HOW TO MAKE 100 RIBBON EMBELLISHMENTS. By Elaine Schmidt. Well illus. in color. 143 pages. Creative Publishing Int. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

2895595 HOW TO MAKE 100 RIBBON EMBELLISHMENTS. By Elaine Schmidt. Well illus. in color. 143 pages. Creative Publishing Int. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

2895595 HOW TO MAKE 100 RIBBON EMBELLISHMENTS. By Elaine Schmidt. Well illus. in color. 143 pages. Creative Publishing Int. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

2895595 HOW TO MAKE 100 RIBBON EMBELLISHMENTS. By Elaine Schmidt. Well illus. in color. 143 pages. Creative Publishing Int. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

2895595 HOW TO MAKE 100 RIBBON EMBELLISHMENTS. By Elaine Schmidt. Well illus. in color. 143 pages. Creative Publishing Int. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95
Cooking Techniques & Guides

305789  SIMPLY MING ONE-POT MEALS. By M. Tsai & A. Boehm. Chef Ming Tsai believes there are basic

384982  THE MASON JAR COOKBOOK: 80 Healthy and Portable Meals. By Amy Fazio. Favors the

294541X HANDBOOK. By Mark Bittman. This revised edition has some new elements. Many changes enable

375655  HOW TO COOK EVERYTHING, REVISED TWENTIETH ANNIVERSARY EDITION. By Mark

672938X AIR FRYER GOURMET: 100+ New Recipes for Every Air Fryer. By Meredith Laurence. Air fryers make
great fried foods, like onion rings, fried chicken, but did you know you can use your air fryer for much more? Discover

★ 300864K KOJI ALCHEMY: Rediscovering the Magic of Koji. By R. Shih. Offers the most comprehensive and definitive guide to DIY home

generation that maximize flavor inside and out. By John Whalen III. Featuring sauces, rubs, and marinades that emphasize


★ 3901068 SEASONED: Over 100 Recipes That Maximize Flavor Inside and Out. By John Whalen III. Featuring sauces, rubs, and marinades that emphasize

★ 3861309 SALT SMOKED: Seafood and Charcuterie Techniques for the Modern Kitchen. By Will Horowitz et al. Inspired by the recipes,

LIMITED QUANTITY ★ 3901068 SEASONED: Over 100 Recipes That Maximize Flavor Inside and Out. By John Whalen III. Featuring sauces, rubs, and marinades that emphasize

★ 385723X AIR FRYER GOURMET: 100+ New Recipes for Every Air Fryer. By Meredith Laurence. Air fryers make
great fried foods, like onion rings, fried chicken, but did you know you can use your air fryer for much more? Discover

★ 3727954 DINNER: The Playbook. By Jenny Rosenstrach. The creator of the beloved blog and book Dinner: A Love Story, shares her story, offering

★ 3938292 THE COMPLETE AIR FRYER COOKBOOK. By Linda Larsen. When you think air fryer you probably don’t think Mixed Berry Muffins for

★ 3915597 HEALTHY MEAL PREP: Time-Saving Plans to Prep and Portion Your Weekly Meals. By R. Shih. Learn how to meal prep like a pro with twelve weekly plans and more

★ 3834085 OLYMPIA PROVISIONS. By E. Cairio & M. Ericson. Portland’s Olympia Provisions, one of Oregon’s first USDA-certified

★ 3768529 THE COMPLETE AIR FRYER COOKBOOK. By Jake Levine. Take you step by step through the fundamentals of cooking from your Instant Pot. Shows the

★ 38361309 SALT SMOKED: Seafood and Charcuterie Techniques for the Modern Kitchen. By Will Horowitz et al. Inspired by the recipes,

★ 3819090 THE OPEN-HEARTH COOKBOOK, REVISED EDITION: Recapturing the Flavor of Early America. By Suzanne

★ 3909901 HOW TO DICE AN ONION: Hacks, Tips, and Tricks for the Home Cook. By Anne Sheasby. Reveals 24 fail-safe ways to improve your

★ 380884U SMOKEHOUSE HANDBOOK. By Jake Levine. Take you step by step through the fundamentals of smoking from your Instant Pot. Shows the

★ 3199526 SMOKEHOUSE HANDBOOK. By Jake Levine. Take you step by step through the fundamentals of smoking from your Instant Pot. Shows the

389256  SECRETS OF GREAT SECOND MEALS: Flexible Modern Recipes That Value Time and Limit Waster. By Sara Dickerman. A great

3891068 SEASONED: Over 100 Recipes That Maximize Flavor Inside and Out. By John Whalen III. Featuring sauces, rubs, and marinades that emphasize

★ 3819090 THE OPEN-HEARTH COOKBOOK, REVISED EDITION: Recapturing the Flavor of Early America. By Suzanne

★ 3930579 BIRDCRICK: 80 Healthy and Portable Meals. By Amy Fazio. Favors the convenience of creating dishes in the

★ 3890190I THE MASON JAR COOKBOOK: 80 Healthy and Portable Meals. By Amy Fazio. Favors the
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Low Fat & Healthy Cooking

381740  250 GLUTEN-FREE FAVORITES. By H. Butt & D. Wastom. Now you can once again enjoy your favorite foods with these adopted gluten-free recipes. Filled with delicious and healthy ideas like Honey Pecan Salad, Marmalade Glazed Pork Tenderloin, or Cranberry Croustade Coffee Cake. Color photos. 413 pages. Robert Rose. Paperback. Pst. at $24.95  $5.95

3839982 LOSE WEIGHT WITH YOUR INSTANT POT: 60 Easy One-Pot Recipes for Fast Weight Loss. By L. Rominger & C. Wastom. A practical guide for busy lives and families. Johns shows how you can use this hugely popular kitchen appliance to save time and calories, with 60 busy day meals and plenty of tips and tricks to help you out. Recipes include Skinny Sloppy Joes; Taco Mac and Cheese; Chicken Enchilada Soup; and Dark Chocolate Fudge Brownies. Color photos. 146 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pst. at $25.99

3867433 LOSE WEIGHT BY EATING: Detox Week. By Audrey Johns. Dietary detoxes shouldn’t leave you hungry, deprived, or desperate to bing on your favorite foods. With this collection of 130 delicious, real-food recipes, Johns’ plan will help you get healthy, eat better, and reach and maintain your ideal weight. Includes tips and tricks, success stories, shopping lists and meal planners to help you stay on track. Color photos. 312 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pst. at $25.99  $4.95


3883130 THE CAULIFLOWER COMFORT KITCHEN. By J. Pratt & R. Roll. Reveals a fresh and healthful side to Italian cooking. Try Macadamia Cashew Burrito: Whole Roasted Eggplant with Blackberry Balsamic Lemon Tart and more. Fully illus. in color. 350 pages. Avery. 10¾x1¼. Pst. at $40.00  $6.95

3888777 THE DAIRY-FREE KITCHEN. By Ashley Adams. Offers 100 delicious recipes without lactose, casein or dairy. Try Best-Ever Banana Bread; Savory Mini Tomato and Basil Quiches; Spinach Fettuccine Alfredo; and Buttery Chicken Pot Pie. Also reveals the myths and facts about dairy substitutes like soy, coconut, and hemp. Illus. in color. 192 pages. Crestline. Paperback. Pst. at $12.95  $2.95

LIMITED EDITION 3820992 CAULIFLOWER COMFORT FOOD. By Lindsay Grimes Freedman. This once-overlooked vegetable is actually a powerhouse of vitamins and minerals. This collection of 130 delicious recipes can improve digestion and light inflammation while being naturally low glycemic. Cauliflower can be used to transform all of your favorite foods, from nachos and gyoza to muffins and granola, into feel good foods. Well illus. in color. 240 pages. Artisan. Pst. at $19.95

3913082 THE BODYBUILDER’S KITCHEN. By Erin Stern. The road to building bodybuilding success might lead to the gym. But the road to building a healthy kitchen is easy to follow guide features 100 recipes, each with key macronutrient breakdowns, and made with simple ingredients you can throw in your pantry. Includes tips on how to use the kitchen to maximize building muscle. Well illus. in color. 100 pages. Alpha. Paperback. Pst. at $19.95  $5.95

3813902 THE GINGER & TURMERIC COMPANION: Natural Recipes and Remedies for Everyday Health. By Suru Scherr. Discover easy ways to add vibrancy to your dinners and dressings and ease aches with teas and salads with the over 75 recipes gathered here for using ginger and turmeric. Look no further than the spice cabinet for a feel-good look-good mix to up your everyday routines. Try DIY Ginger Liqueur; Ginger and Turmeric Powder; Cinnamon and Turmeric. Color photos. 224 pages. Countryman. Paperback. Pst. at $14.95

2892294 500 LIGHT MEALS: The Only Compendium of Light Meals You’ll Ever Need. By Deborah Gray into feeding ginger and turmeric. Look no further than the spice cabinet for a feel-good look-good mix to up your everyday routines. Try DIY Ginger Liqueur; Ginger and Turmeric Powder; Cinnamon and Turmeric. Color photos. 224 pages. Countryman. Paperback. Pst. at $14.95


3892921 RAWVOLUTION: Gourmet Living Cuisine. By Matt Amst. A mouthwatering, all-inclusive guide to the many benefits of raw food, sharing mouthwatering recipes, essential advice, information, and encouragement for adopting a raw foods lifestyle, addressing everyone from vegetarians to those who simply want to improve their everyday diet. Well illus. in color. 214 pages. Morrow. Pst. at $25.00  $6.95

3909735 CAULIFLOWER COMFORT FOOD: Delicious Low-Carb Recipes for Your Favorite Craveable Classics. By Jeanette Hurt. From breakfast and lunch to dinners and dressings and ease aches with teas and salads with the over 75 recipes gathered here for using ginger and turmeric. Look no further than the spice cabinet for a feel-good look-good mix to up your everyday routines. Try DIY Ginger Liqueur; Ginger and Turmeric Powder; Cinnamon and Turmeric. Color photos. 224 pages. Countryman. Paperback. Pst. at $14.95  $5.95

3892781 KETO COMFORT FOODS: Low-Carb Recipes for Your Favorite Comfort Foods. By Sam Dillard. You’ll find one hundred low-carb, high-flavor recipes to satisfy your cravings for favorites, from nachos and gyoza to muffins and granola, into feel good foods. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Countryman. Paperback. Pst. at $14.95  $2.95

3892781 KETO COMFORT FOODS: Low-Carb Recipes for Your Favorite Comfort Foods. By Sam Dillard. You’ll find one hundred low-carb, high-flavor recipes to satisfy your cravings for favorites, from nachos and gyoza to muffins and granola, into feel good foods. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Countryman. Paperback. Pst. at $14.95  $2.95


2978938 THE COMPLETE IDIOT’S GUIDE TO EATING PALEO. By N. Quinn & J. Glaspie. Our hunter-gatherer ancestors feasted on lean meats and fish, fresh fruits and vegetables, nuts and seeds—and were healthier for it. Pst. and over 100 delicious mouthwatering recipes for a Paleolithic diet, this helpful guide gives you everything you need to know to reap the benefits of a back to nature diet. 318 pages. Alpha. Paperback. Pst. at $18.95  $4.95

3912159 LOW-SO GOOD: A Guide to Healthy, Low-Carb, and Less Sodium with 70 Amazing Recipes. By Jessica Golden Fong. The transition to a low-sodium diet can be especially overwhelming, as sodium is snaked into so many products. In this guide and by cookbook, chapters are filled with information about how to entertain, dine out, travel, and create a supportive community along with the delicious recipes. 272 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pst. at $29.95  $9.95

6978487 SANDWICHES WITHOUT BREAD: 100 Low-Carb, Gluten-Free Options! By Dana Polukavka. Featuring one hundred low-carb, gluten-free recipes, this collection will appeal to both your appetite and your waistline. Thanks to using bread, you can make your favorite sandwiches without bread, wraps, lettuce leaves, and even your favorite, from nachos and gyoza to muffins and granola, into feel good foods. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Countryman. Paperback. Pst. at $14.95  $9.95

382356X KETO BOWLS: Simple and Delicious Low-Carb, High-Fat Recipes for Whole Food Lifestyle. By Pamela Ellgen. Sticking with a Ketogenic diet plan can get old after awhile, but expanding your keto regime has never been easier, thanks to the 50 perfectly balanced and carefully portioned bowl recipes offered here, like, Green Goddess Chicken with Jicama Noodles and Guajillo Braised Pork Taco Bowls. Color photos. 117 pages. Ulysses. Paperback. Pst. at $17.95  $12.95

383400X LA TARTINE GOURMARE: Gluten-Free Recipes for an Inspired Life. By T. Lee & A. Patel. Contains doctor-approved recipes that cut sugar by half or more without sacrificing the flavors our family loves. It’s an eye opening education, a program of healthy eating that’s chock full with easy delicious recipes. Try Fruit and Nut Granola, BBQ Pulled Pork Sliders with Tangy Apple Slaw, and Butter Milk Apple Slaw. Color photos. 216 pages. Workman. 8x10. Paperback. Pst. at $22.95  $17.95


3706125 WILD MEDITERRANEAN. By Stelita Metsovias. Color photos. 224 pages. Avery. Pst. at $27.00  $5.95


382568X FRESH: Simple, Delicious Recipes to Make You Feel Energized! By Donal Skehan. 224 pages. Pst. at $24.95  $9.95


See more titles at erhbc.com/829
Slow Cookers & Crockpots

3861708 THE 150 BEST SLOW COOKER RECIPES, SECOND EDITION. By Judith Finlayson. Revised and expanded for today's kitchen, with more fish, seafood, vegetarian, vegan recipes and whole grain options. From great family food to more sophisticated. Carrotes for prime rib, not to mention luscious desserts, it's all here in this collection. Color photos. 288 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

★3734587 THE GREEK SLOW COOKER. Delicious Recipes around the Heart of the Mediterranean. By Eleni Vonissakou. Whipping up fantastic Greek meals is easy and delicious with just a little prep and a slow cooker. A snap to put together, these vegetarian recipes include Greek Risotto with Leeks, Sultanas and Fresh Herbs, Rabbit and Shallot Stew, and Cinnamon Apples. 292 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95


★2959560 FIX-IT AND FORGET-IT CHRISTMAS SLOW COOKER FEASTS. By Phyllis Good. Take your slow cooker out of the pantry and put away the hassle of holiday cooking and baking this year. Here are six hundred slow cooker recipes that will wow your friends and family and free you up to spend quality time with loved ones. From Honey-Dijon Holiday Ham to Stuffed Acorn Squash to Eggnog Gingersnap Custard. 292 pages. Good Books. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

3888209 FIX-IT AND FORGET-IT SLOW COOKER CHAMPION RECIPES, 150 Of Our Very Best Recipes. By Phyllis Good. Here are the best loved slow cooker recipes all in one place. Whether you’re cooking breakfast or brunch, roasts for your holiday meals, weeknight pasta dinners, quick or yeast breads, puddings or cakes, vegetarian specials, or appetizers and snacks your family will love, you’ll have a friend going to love this collection. From Spiced Wine; Tender Turkey for a Small Gathering is worthy of oofs and aches, while Sweet Potatoes and Marshmallows is a yummy classic. And dessert such as Pumpkin Chocolate Mousseobar. Let the festivities begin! Illus. in color. 197 pages. Sterling Epicure. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

3755452 TASTE OF HOME 5 INGREDIENTS. Ed. by H. Wheaton & C. Kukavena. It takes only a handful of ingredients to create a delicious home cooked meal. With these quick and easy recipes you’ll find, hearty, satisfying family friendly entrees, comforting soups and sandwiches, delicious appetizers and snacks, tempting soups and stews, and tasty breads. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. Reader’s Digest. Spiralbound. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

3769860 MARTHA STEWART’S PRESSURE COOKER. By the eds. of Martha Stewart Living. An authoritative volume packed with effortless recipes to give you more time for other things. You’ll find easy and practical recipes with tips that make using your pressure cooker a breeze. Recipes include Pot Roast with Roasted Green Peppers, Beef and Broth, and Mushroom and Zucchini Frittata, Meatloaf, and Spiced Wine; Tender Turkey for a Small Gathering. There’s a little something for everyone in this helpful recipe collection. Recipes include Four Cheese Alfredo and Oatmeal Apple Crisp. Color photos. 272 pages. Clarkson Potter. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

★3870367 BONE BROTH DIET INSTANT POT COOKBOOK. By Johanna Reagan. The Instant Pot creates perfect bone broth in only two hours. And with that broth, you can make soups, chills, stews, drinks, and main dishes using the Instant Pot. Learn the basics of making a variety of bone broths and then discover creative ways to use them in soups, stews, and stews. Each page contains ideas for using the bones of the broth into other drinks and food. Illus. in color. 190 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

★3841774 THE "I LOVE MY AIR FRYER" LOW-CARB RECIPES BOOK. By Michael McMillen. If you are one of the many people who adhere to a low-carb diet and want fast, healthy, and delicious meals your whole family can enjoy inside, you’ll find 175 recipes right here. From Mediterranean Jalapeno Poppers, Peach Barbecue Pork Chops, Chili Lime Crusted Halibut, Nutty Chocolate Cheesecake, and more. Well illus. in color. 227 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $16.95

★3767981 AIR FRYER RECIPE REVOLUTION: 100 Crispy, Healthy, Fast & Fresh Recipes. By Urvashi Pitre. Almost all the recipes included in this fun collection cook in less than 20 minutes and many take just ten minutes to prepare, but still pack a flavor punch like a fried food. Give Crispy Italian Chicken Wings; Cajun Fried Shrimp; Sweet Potato Fries or Spicy Chicken-Fried Steak a try! Color photos. 198 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/829
Outdoor Cooking & Grilling

2912066 FROM GARDEN TO GRILL: Over 250 Vegetable-Based Recipes for Every Grill Master. By Elizabeth Orsini. Well illus. in color. 312 pages. Citadel.


2976409 VEGAN RAVIOLI: 120 Plant-Based Pasta Recipes. By Deena Tousey. 128 pages. Workman.

3031927 PASTA MODERN: New & Improved Recipes from Italy. By Francine Segan. One hundred distinctive pasta recipes challenge the notion that pasta must be traditional. In this collection, Segan details the hottest, newest, and most unusual pastas from Italy’s food bloggers, home cooks, artisan pasta makers, and vanguard chefs. Try Pasta with Caramelized Oranges or Neapolitan Pasta with Caramelized Onions.


PASTA:

3695271 SAUCES & SHAPES: Pasta the Italian Way. By O.Z. De Vita & M.B. Fant. Keep your pasta distinctly Italian with these authentic recipes for sauces and soups. You’ll find traditional versions of such favorites as carbonara, Bolognese and marinara, and Além as plenty of unusual sauces based on roasts, ribs, rabbit, clams, shrimp, eggplant, mushrooms, and more. Drawings & color photos.

3746348 PASTA: More Than 55 Delicious Recipes for Pasta Lovers. By Carla Bardi. Use these sauces to turn up your culinary game. Includes classics from Spaghetti with Bolognese Meat Sauce to Homemade Lasagna as well as some healthy alternatives too.

3746349 LASAGNA: A Baked Pasta Cookbook. By Anna Hezel et al. Why lasagna? Because it’s the saucy, cheesy common ground between Italian grandmas and Michelin-starred chefs. These fifty recipes for lasagna classics will inspire your crispy-corner cravings; from classic Bolognese to a skillet baked spaghetti—even dessert! Color photos. 143 pages.

VEGETABLES:

3889873 VEGGIE BURGER ATELIER: Extraordinary Recipes for Nourishing Plant-Based Patties, Plus Buns, Cilantro, Mustard, and Onions. By Anna Olson. The veggie burger of the future is here, and in addition to being beautiful, it’s delicious, fashionable and irresistible to eat. The guidebook’s eclectic recipes will guide you through the astounding possibilities of what one can make of a burger, if you just leave out the meat. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Quarry. 8¼x11¼. Pub at $24.99

3938664 A PLANT-BASED LIFE. By Micaela Cook Karlson. Committed to a whole food, plant-based diet is easier than ever with this resource that guides you every step of the way as you slowly replace animal products and processed food with whole grains, fresh fruits and vegetables. Replenish your energy and boost well-being. Includes more than 100 tasty recipes.

3972506 CLARKSON POTTER. Pub. at $16.99

3972618 THE 30-MINUTE VEGAN: Over 150 Quick and Simple Recipes for Everyday Cooking. By M. Reinfeld & J. Murray. Presents over 175 quick, delicious, and healthy recipes for everyday cooking, with chapters devoted to smoothies and salads, soups, wraps, rolls, wholesome suppers, guilt-free comfort food, and of course divine desserts.

3972619 VEGAN SOUPS. By Amber Locke. Celebrate the glory of vegetables all year round with these tasty vegan soups. From a refreshing Watermelon Gazpacho perfect for a summer’s afternoon, to a Daily Frittata, Chou Chou Stuffed with Black Beans, Rice and Mango; Bok Choy and Ginger-Sesame Udon Noodles; Thyme-Scented Sweet Potatoes with Black Olives and Garlic, and much more.

3972620 KINDA VEGAN: 200 Easy and Delicious Recipes for Meatless Meals (When You Want Them). Do you want to give a vegan diet a try but aren’t ready to make the complete switch? With this collection you’ll discover 200 recipes that are so tasty you won’t believe they’re vegan, including: Easy Vegan Breakfast Parfait; Tomato and Cheese Soup; Black Bean and Mushroom Rice with Spinach; Pumpkin Cream Pasta; and more. Well illus. in color. 288 pages. Adams Media. Pub. at $18.99.


3972622 A REAL FOOD DAILY COOKBOOK: Really Fresh, Really Good, Really Vegetarian. By Anna Olson. This collection of the Real Food Daily restaurant’s healthiest plant-based recipes, includes satisfying, balanced meals like Spicy Roasted Tomato Soup; Greek Lemon Herb Chicken; Red Bean Chili with Butternut Squash and Okra; Coconut Cream Pie with Chocolate Sauce and more. Illus. in color. 232 pages. Ten Speed. Pub. at $24.99.

FISH & SEAFOOD:

3913538 THE Glorious Vegetables of Italy. By Domenica Marchetti. Regular trips to the farmer’s market as a child were the inspiration behind these more than 500 recipes showcasing Italy’s glorious vegetables. Tutorials and tips include Cherry Tomatoes and Red Onion Focaccia, Roasted Beet and Carrot Salad with Toasted Fennel Seeds, and Spring Risotto with Green and White Asparagus. Color photos. 272 pages. Ten Speed. Pub. at $19.99.

3976101 FRESH FROM POLAND: New Vegetarian Cooking from the Old Country. By Michal Korkosz. Poland is home to beautiful fruits, vegetables, and grains and a rich cuisine that makes the most of them. Korkosz celebrates recipes from his mother and grandmother with modern, personal touches and gorgeous photos that capture the joy of vegan cooking.

Vegetarian Cooking

LIMITED QUANTITY 3833682 1,001 LOW-FAT VEGETARIAN RECIPES, FIFTH EDITION. Ed. by Sue Spiteri with L.R. Toakam. Features everything from family meals to savory dishes for two to elegant entrees for discriminating guests. Presents dishes like Sweet Potato Ravioli with Curry Sauce, and Risotto-vegetable. Each cooked creature is a veggie, lacto-ovo- or lacto-ovo-vegetarian. 705 pages. Surrey. Paperbound. Pub at $20.99


3831027 THE PLANT KITCHEN: 100 Easy Recipes for Vegan Beginners. By Jessica Bourke et al. A collection of over 100 nutritious plant-based recipes for the first-time vegan. Choose from light meals for one to full-on feasts for sharing with dishes like Quinoa Soup with Red Beans and Kale; Rice Noodle & Smoked Tofu Bowl; or Butternut Squash Falafels with Fig, Chipotle and Quinoa. 112 pages. Violaceous.

383936X VEGAN PIZZA: 100 Easy, cheesy & healthy plant-based recipes for your instant Pot. By Camilla Fayed et al. You’ll find innovative ideas for putting your Instant Pot to work for plant-based meals.


6763230 500 FISH & SHELLFISH DISHES. By Judith Ferrig. This collection has all you need to know in order to prepare, cook, and enjoy seafood of every kind. Covers the full scope of preparations: boiling; steaming; simmering; frying; baking; grilling; plancking; roasting, and smoking. A final chapter on sauces and sides finishes the catch. Color photos. 288 pages. Seal.

3834123 SEA ROBINS, TRIGGERFISH & OTHER OVERLOOKED SEAFOOD. By Jessica Bourke et al. Includes classics from Spaghetti Carbonara to a chunky wholesome stew. Covers every kind of seafood, from lesser-known varieties of fish, including Korean Fried Skate Wings; Opah Crudo; and Oven Roasted Grouper with Celery and Apple. Color photos. 288 pages. Seal.

LIMITED QUANTITY 3834123 SEA ROBINS, TRIGGERFISH & OTHER OVERLOOKED SEAFOOD. By Jessica Bourke et al. Includes classics from Spaghetti Carbonara to a chunky wholesome stew. Covers every kind of seafood, from lesser-known varieties of fish, including Korean Fried Skate Wings; Opah Crudo; and Oven Roasted Grouper with Celery and Apple. Color photos. 288 pages. Seal.
Fish & Seafood

★ 387057X BILLINGSGATE MARKET FISH & SHELLFISH COOKBOOK. Ed. by C. Jackson. Celebrates Billingsgate’s fascinating history and explores market life today while providing a comprehensive guide to eating healthy, wholesome, nutritious fish. The author offers up advice on selecting fish, sustainability, techniques for fish preparation, and over 80 delicious recipes. Well illus., many in color. 224 pages. IMM Lifestyle Books. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

293020X COOKING WITH TINNED FISH. By Bert van Olphen. In color. 144 pages. Weldon Owen. Pub. at $18.95 $9.95

Poultry & Game

3826900 NATIVE INDIAN WILD GAME, FISH & WILD FOODS COOKBOOK. Ed. by David Hunt. Contains 340 mouth-watering recipes such as Salmon Rice Salad, Mad Bear’s Bisque, Oyster and Snapper Soup, and Clover Soup. Includes a plant identification guide and directions to skin, dress and smoke fish and game. Illus. 222 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

Asian & Eastern Cuisines


3933668 JAPANESE HOME COOKING. By H. Murata. A heartwarming culinary journey into the heart of Japanese cuisine and discover the essence of a unique culture. Going beyond sushi, sashimi, maki and tempura, these 90 tasty recipes celebrate the full tapestry of Japanese flavor, captured in both everyday creations and special occasions delicacies. Fully illus. in color. 280 pages. Firefly. 8x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

3922977 AN: To Eat – Recipes and Stories from a Vietnamese Family Kitchen. By An Le. In this fascinating peek at a lost world, and the evolution of an extraordinary cuisine, 100 recipes are featured that reinvent Vietnamese cuisine for the modern table. Dishes include Stephan’s Shrimp Crepes, Tea Anh’s Chicken Pho, Bonnie’s Boiled Beef and Vietnamese Chicken-Stuffed Cabbage. Color photos. 296 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $35.00 $6.95


European Cuisines

3890275 VIETNAMESE: Modern and Traditional Vietnamese Cuisine. By Emily Nguyen. Vietnamese food is a delicious blend of Southeast Asian ingredients and methods. Part of the Beautiful Silk Series, this volume features a collection of delicious recipes including Prawn Crepes, Asparagus and Crab Meat Soup; and Baked Pork Leg. New Holland. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

3875784 FLAVORS OF INDONESIA: Wisdom’s Culinary Wonders, et al. Readers will be introduced to the specialties, as well as cultural treasures of each region in Indonesia. Presenting historical handouts and daring dishes. Wisdom will take you on a journey from the enchanting West to the mysterious East of Indonesia. He then follows through with recipes and techniques applicable to modern kitchens. Color photos. 198 pages. B&B. Pub. at $29.95 $6.95


3749002HEY THERE, DUMPLING! 100 Recipes for Dumplings, Buns, Noodles, and Other Asian Treats. By S. Liao & G.O. Kenny. Liao offers up his favorite recipes, revealing how easy it is to make dumplings at home. On top of his killer dumpling combos like Chicken & Thai Basil, Kimchi Beef, and Minty Snow Pea, he also shares his savvy noodle and soup recipes, refreshing salads, and more. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $29.95 $12.95

Limited Quantity ★ 3903222 SRI LANKA & THE PHILIPPINES: The Complete Asian Cookbook. By Charminie Solomon. Originally published in 1976. Celebrate the multicultural influences on the cookery of these Asian countries. From Sri Lanka’s spicy and spicy-English, to the exquisite cuisine of the Philippines, which draws on Malay, Chinese and Spanish heritage, these diverse dishes will delight and inspire a new generation of cooks. Illus. in color. 176 pages. Handle Grant. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95


★ 3768777 NOODLES. By Maki Wallah. If you want to go beyond noodle bowls of variety and explore the amazing variety of noodle dishes across Asia, this is the resource for you. In this collection the author shares her love for Asian noodles and reveals 80 authentic and delicious Asian noodle dishes. You’ll find Japanese Soba, Vietnamese Pho, Pad Thai, and Chinese Wonton Noodles, among many others. Color illus. in color. 96 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


Limited Quantity ★ 2914573 HUNGARIAN COOKBOOK: Old World Recipes for New World Cooks. By Zsuzsanna G. Jelinek. This 40 enticing Old World Hungarian recipes were brought to America by the author’s grandparents, and updated to accommodate today’s dietary concerns and restrictions. Recipes include Beef Soup with Vegetables; Sour Cream Potato Soup; Browned Egg Barley; and Goulash and Dumplings. 216 pages. Hippocrene. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

SOLD OUT

2909206 RAMEN: Recipes for Ramen and Other Asian Noodle Soups. By Miranda Ballard & Gabrielle Gaudry. Discover the delights of rich ‘toborî’ or light ‘asså’ ramen bowls and other Asian noodle soups in this collection of delicious recipes that includes Miso Mung Bean Vegetable Soup; Spicy Noodle Seafood Broth; Beef Pho and Spicy Soba Soup; and more. Well illus., in color. 64 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. Pub. at $14.95

2976314 THE FOOD OF SICHUAN. By Fuchsia Dunlop. This is the first food book by a Westerner to do a thorough job of covering the region. This book offers insights into the culture and the food, stressing the way in which food tells the story of a people. Well illus., in color. 264 pages. St. Martin’s Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $15.95


496 pages. Norton. 8x10½. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

3756350 KOREAN COOKING FAVORITES: Kimchi, BBQ, Bibimbap and So Much More. By Hyungeuyng K. Ford. Discover the delicious, family meals the author grew up eating in South Korea and learn how to cook these flavorful meals for your family too. Recipes include Steak & Avocado Rice Bowl; Korean Rice Cake (Bibimbap); Sweetcorn Fish & Seaweed Soup; Spicy Rice Cakes; Crispy Beef Salad with Citron Dressing; and much more. Color photos. 192 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95

SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT

2837994 CREAM POTATO SOUP; BROWNED EGG BARLEY; and many more. Well illus. in color. 64 pages. Storey. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95
Notable Chefs & Celebrities


Restaurants

3728996 MORE OF AMERICA’S MOST WANTED RECIPES. By Ron Douglas. Offers more than 200 simple and delicious secret restaurant recipes, all for $10 or less, from some of America’s most popular eateries, including A&W, Applebees, Bennigans, Chi-Chi’s, Famous Dave’s, Hard Rock Cafe, Luby’s Cafeteria, Macaroni Grill, Olive Garden, Red Lobster, and many others. Paperback. Published. 8/16. Pub. at $4.95. * 6905950 TOP SECRET RESTAURANT RECIPES 2. By Todd Wilbur. Here are more dazzling clones from America’s favorite restaurant chains. Includes CHIP A-A-Stacks, Red Lobster, Red Lobster Crab Bake, Olive Garden Bruschetta, Applebee’s Mud Slide, and over 140 more. Illus. 356 pages. Plume. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. * 6908909 TEN RESTAURANTS THAT CHANGED AMERICA. By Paul Freedman. Combining a historian’s rigor with a chef’s palate, Freedman reveals how the history of our nation’s restaurant restaurants reflects nothing less than the history of America itself. From New York’s fabled Delmonico’s to the modern California classic Chez Panisse, he explores America’s tastes for all different types of food in one groundbreaking piece of food history. 452 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $35.00.

3837459 LEVANT: New Middle Eastern Cooking from Tanoreen. By Kawwa Bishara with S. Zorn. The Mediterranean diet has happened to be good for you. The soups are healthy, filling, and hearty ingredients to get together for filling soups to fit the bill. Among the 100 recipes included, you’ll find a real treat to fill the menu. The soups include Korean Spinach & Sage Soup; Sweet Potato & Black Bean Chili; Pork and Green Chile Stew and Golden Summer Peach Gazpacho. Illus. in color. 208 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95.

Soups & Salads

3864222 TASTE OF HOME SOUPS: 100 Recipes That Satisfy the Soul. Ed. by Catherine Clutter. Wholesome comfort soup of how about a bowl of Country Fried Black-Eyed Peas to fork-worthy Gifted Baked Brie and Crawfish Beignets with Jalapeno Tartar Sauce. This collection of inspired recipes is just right for serving on a cold day. 222 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95.

3912639 SUNDAY SOUP: A Year’s Worth of Mouthwatering, Easy-to-Make Recipes. By Betty Rosbottom. Features sixty recipes that take advantage of the natural bounty each season brings like Tortilla Soup with Chicken, Lime, and Smoked Chilies; Gulf Coast Shrimp Gumbo; Applebee’s Mud Slide; Oyster Bisque, and Sweet Potato Pie. Illustrated throughout with dazzling color photographs of soups, chilis, and stews, as well as party tips that will surely inspire any host to up their appetizer game. 144 pages. Chronicle. Pub. at $19.95.

3858091 SUPER EASY SOUPS AND STEWS: 100 Soups, Stews, Broths, Chilis, Chowders, and More! Ed. by Abigail R. Gehring. Here are easy recipes for your favorite soups, stews, chilies, and chowders. Whether you like to prepare dinner in the stovetop or in your slow cooker, there are plenty of options. Find recipes such as Meatball Tortellini Soup, Seafood Chowder, Beef & Guinness Stew, Chickpea Chili, Harvest Corn Chowder, and more. In color. 162 pages. Good Books. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99.

3752240 EATINGWELL SOUPS: 100 Healthy Recipes for the Ultimate Comfort Food. Ed. by Jesse Price. Pack of satisfying soup recipes that also happen to be good for you. The soups are packed with vegetables, whole grains and beans, and many healthy fats, fibers, and whole ingredients that aren’t overly processed. Start with a Creamy Creme of Mushrooms with Butternut Squash Soup, or make a hearty Turkish Chickpea & Lamb Stew. Includes tips and techniques for freezing. Color photos. 254 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00.


Appetizers & Snacks

3912566 SOUTHERN APPETIZERS: 60 Delectables for Gracious Get-Togethers. By Denise Gee. You’ll find a little bit of everything here, from classics such as Black-Eyed Peas to fork-worthy Gifted Baked Brie and Crawfish Beignets with Jalapeno Tartar Sauce. This collection of inspired recipes is just right for serving on a cold day. 222 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95.

3651151 LITTLE BITES: 100 Healthy, Kid-Friendly Snacks. By C. Chitnis & S. Waldman. Developed by two busy moms, this collection of inspired recipes is just right for busy families that care about what they eat. These nutritionally dense treats can be made with ease and make a perfect, make great breakfasts, light lunches, or side dishes for dinners. 216 pages. Good Books. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95.


Cheese

3931636 THE CHEESEMONGER’S SEASONS: Recipes for Enjoying Cheeses with Ripe Fruits and Vegetables at the Master Cheesemakers. Hundreds of wonderful imported and domestic cheeses are available year-round. Here, a cheese expert offers friendly cheese intelligence, and among her cheese-centric recipes, from appetizers to desserts—all of them simple, and each one showcasing the best of what the season has to offer. Color photos. 192 pages. Chronicle. 8/1x10¼. Pub. at $35.00. * 2999056 HOME CHEESE MAKING, 3RD EDITION REVISED. By Ricki Carroll. More than just recipes, this guide offers you the know-how to make cheese including tips and techniques for freezing. Cheddar cheese can be made using “cheesy” lore. Step by step instructions for each cheese are included. Drawings. 276 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95.

See more titles at erhbc.com/829
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Delicious side dishes, stuffing suggestions, desserts, and the ultimate Thanksgiving leftovers cookbook. Cider Mill. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

**3833763 CHRISTMAS RECIPES & CRAFTS: For the Perfect Homemade Christmas.** Ed. by Fiona Biggs. This guide covers everything from place setting to gift giving,nds offers leftovers and homemade edible gifts, as well as recipes for parties. So take the stress out of Christmas this year and enjoy creating something new. Well illus. in color. 260 pages. Dew Street. Pub. at $26.99

**3839451 DAY DRINKING: 50 Cocktails for a Mellow Buzz.** By Kat Odel. When the occasion calls for a drink, but not for getting drunk, mix up a batch of Day Drinks—creative low-alcohol cocktails that are festive, delicious, and easy on the buzz. Color photos. 234 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95


**6831591 THE WALDSTOCK ASTORIA BAR BOOK.** By Branden P. Penguin. Pub. at $29.95


Blossoms, and much more. HMH Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

**3704122 EASY CHRISTMAS CUT-UP CAKES.** By Melissa Barlow. Easy directions show how to bake packaged cake mixes in rectangular, square, and round pans, then cut them up and combine them back together creating stunning desserts! Includes simple and fun patterns with no expensive pans or molds needed. For a Ponged Snowman Cake, for example, use the equipment, provides 80 recipes, and includes a buyer’s guide for winemaking supplies. This is the one resource for wine lovers and winemakers I want to be without. 284 pages. Harcourt Brace. Spiralbound. Pub. at $24.95

**3758133 MOONSHINE: A Celebration of America’s Original Rebel Spirit.** By John Schlimm. Tells the rip-roaring story of the moonshiners who became folk heroes for the ages and how their batches of XXX endure as the favorite thirst-quencher of millions. While stirring history and legend, this fun volume also includes over 100 recipes for infusions and cocktails using moonshine as a main ingredient. Illus. in color. 256 pages. Citadel. Pub. at $26.00

**3898385 TASTING THE PAST.** By Kevin Begos. To experience whiskey is to embrace a mysterious world, a once-tasted in a hotel room minibar, Begos travels along the original wine routes—from the Caucasus Mountains, where wine grapes were cultivated as long as 8000 years ago, to modern-day Turkey, along the way, the challenge for the stereotypes of Southern drinking culture and how that culture has shaped the South as we know it. 336 pages. Ten Speed. Pub. at $24.95

**2931444 BEER FAQ: How to Know About the World’s Most Celebrated Adult Beverage.** By Jeff Ciocletti. A no-nonsense guide to the world of beer, answering many burning questions about the beverage, its history, its place in international brewing and drinking traditions that drive the world’s most celebrated beverage. Illus., most in color. 389 pages.

**3785660 ENTERTAINING WITH MARY BERRY AND LUCY YOUNG.** With more than 160 recipes that work well for celebrations big and small, and timeless guidance with expert tips, you can successfully cook for any number of guests—dinner, lunches, cocktail parties and buffets. Delicious fare includes Celebratory Fish Platter; Chicken with Pesto, Taleggio, and Roasted Tomatoes; and Chocolate Truffle Cheesecake. Well illus. in color. 352 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $27.00

**372462X WINEMAKING: Recipes, Equipment, and Techniques for Making Wine at Home.** By O’Sullivan & Anders. Explains everything the beginning home winemaker needs to know, covers all the principles, shows how to use the equipment, provides 80 recipes, and includes a buyer’s guide for winemaking supplies. This is the one resource for wine lovers and winemakers I want to be without. 284 pages. Harcourt Brace. Spiralbound. Pub. at $24.95


**3897180 ONE-HOUR DAIRY-FREE CHEESE.** By Claudia Lucero. Fully illus. in color. 262 pages. Workman. Pub. at $19.95

**3802788 WISE COCKTAILS.** illus. in color. 401 pages. Brewers Publications.
Desserts

3750418 TASTE OF HOME COOKIES, BARS & MORE. Ed. by Catherine Cassidy. Over 200 delectable recipes, including delicious brownies and bars, homemade mixes to give, all-time holiday favorites, and cute, kid-friendly creations. A sample of some of the recipes will find you $3.95 Cash and Caramel Chews; Giant Dinosaur Cookies; Truffle-filled Cookie Bars; Chunky Blond Brownies; Chocolate Pecan Pie Bars and more. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. Reader’s Digest. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

3833044 FINE CHEESE & CRISPS: Over 100 Sweet and Savory No-Fail Recipes. Ed. by Carolyn Manzardo et al. Collection of recipes from classic fruit pies to mile-high margarita, holiday crowd-pleasers, individual tarts, and hand-held turnovers. Try Blackberry Grunt; Apple-Cranberry Crisp; Double Ginger Pumpkin Tart, or Tripe Chocolate Ice Cream Pie. Color photos. 201 pages. Taunton. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

3863794 NOSTALGIC DELIGHTS: Classic Confections & Timeless Treats. By William Curley. A modern collection of confections, elegant éclairs, and sweet treats based on some classic favorites ranging from Cider Toffee, Curly Wurly, Pecan and Banana Cake, through to the classics such as Charlotte Russe, Blackcurrent Cheesecake and Ice Cream Sandwiches. All recipes are explained in step-by-step detail in beautiful color photos. 256 pages. Jacque Small. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00 $5.95

3724549 BETTY CROCKER FAN DESSERTS. Ed. by Cathy Swanson. Meet the new kitchen star! The homey sheet pan, a versatile tool designed to deliver a range of delicious big-batch desserts, from slab pies to sheet cakes, tarts, and more. Try Crunchy Cinnamon-Toffee Candy, Crispy Oatmeal Cookie Bar, Almond Macaroon Brownies, and Eggnog Cheesecake Bars and other great options. Well illus. in color. 288 pages. H.G. Trubner. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

2881616 NO-BAKE DESSERTS: 103 Easy Recipes for No-Bake Cookies, Bars, and Treats. By Addie Gundry. You don’t have to take up space in your oven or whip your own cream to make delicious store-bought desserts. Gundry shows you how to combine your favorite flavors into no-bake cheesecakes, pies, fruit tarts, candies, cookies, bars, puddings, and adorable single-serving desserts in a jar. Fully illus. in color. 228 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $12.99

3804121 SERIOUSLY BIG SWEET. By Alice Medrich. Explains what the percentage printed on the chocolate label means and how to use this chocolate for baking and desserts. Try nearly 150 recipes such as Strawberry Celebration Cake; Chocolate Pecan Pie; Cocoa Bean Cream, and Nibby Pesto. Color photos. 336 pages. Artisan. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95 $19.95

3820475 FINE FRENCH DESSERTS: Essential Recipes and Techniques. By Vincent Boue et al. This comprehensive volume is the patissiere bible for home bakers. Recipes, including the art of French dessert making. It includes 600 step by step photographs, and over 100 recipes for desserts including the classics, tarte Tatin, creme brulee, and more. 480 pages. Flammarion. 9x11. Pub. at $60.00 $11.95

374762X BETTY CROCKER A PIECE OF CAKE. Ed. by Anne Ficklen. Everyone loves cake, and now you can make delicious cakes with Betty—every occasion and schedule: bundt cakes, single-layer cakes, 13 X 9 cakes, slow-cooker cakes, mug cakes, co-op cakes, black tea cakes, lemon bars, spice cakes and poke cakes—perfect for both new and experienced cooks! Includes some gluten-free treats and nutrition information with each recipe. Color photos. 304 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

3836339 MAKE IT EASY, CUPCAKE! By K. Tack & A. Richardson. Over 100 recipes with step by step photos will show you how to transform marshmallows into blooming daffodils, craft wafer cookies into airplant leaves, and use crunchy beans to create brilliant dragonflies, and create countless other creative cupcake combinations—all in four easy steps! 232 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

3863889 HAVE YOUR CAKE AND EAT IT: Nutritious, Delicious Recipes for Healthier Everyday Baking. By Mich Turner. Whether you are new to baking or a cake expert, Turner’s inspirational recipes will give you a reason to bake for family and friends and to celebrate. Each recipe is filled with tips and how-to, drawn from her incredible baking expertise. Indulge in Peach Melba Muffin, Buttermilk and T gin Layer Cake, or All-Natural Red Velvet Cake. Color photos. 224 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

2966611 BEST DUMP & FREEZE TREATS: Frozen Fruit Salads, Pies, Fluffs, and More. Ed. by Nicola Sweeney. Great for any occasion, these retro-style desserts are real crowd pleasers. Combining something creamy with something fruity or some good, traditional chocolate, just mix it up and freeze it. Recipes include Mango Salad, Butter-Rocket Layer Bars, and Pink Lemonade Pie. Fully illus. in color. 127 pages. Countryman. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

3785815 CHOCOLATE EVERY DAY. By B. Curley & K. Keenan. With more than 85 recipes for treats made from cacao, non-dairy milk, nut butters, and gluten-free flours, the authors introduce the joy of palm sugar to daily chocolate making in the kitchen. Scrumptious tidbits include Chocolate Orange Truffles; Chocolate Tart with Mashed Raspberries and Pine Nut Crust, Healthy Snickers, and No-Bake Thin Mints. Color photos. 224 pages. Avery. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95

LARGE QUANTITY 3833993 SWEET, CREAMY, HEALTHY, SWEET. By Christine Chinlin. Presents the best of both worlds: recipes that will bring joy to every sweet tooth while satisfying healthy eating. From refreshing and fruit-forward Strawberry and Sweet Basil Cream Crops to the rich and creamy vegan Maple Pecan Crunch Ice Cream, your cravings will be covered. Color photos. 208 pages. Food52. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $6.95

5882064 THE PIE BOOK: Over 400 Classic Recipes. By Louis P. De Gouy. From simple cherry pies to hearty mincemeats, there’s no need for a collection of elegant chiffons. master chef Louis P. De Gouy (1876-1947), a member of New York’s Prohibition era, has put together a quick meal, this collection has recipes for every occasion and schedule: bundt cakes, tarte Tatin, creme brulee, and more. 480 pages. Flammarion. 9x11. Pub. at $60.00 $11.95

3913562 HAND MADE BAKING: Recipes to Warm the Heart. By Kamran Siddiqi. For the ultimate “just from the oven” baked treats, here are 55 love to eat, love to make, love to share recipes including Easy Meyer Lemon Tart, Sparkly Sugar Cookies; Graham Crackers. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. Chronicle. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

5882064 THE PIE BOOK: Over 400 Classic Recipes. By Louis P. De Gouy. From simple cherry pies to hearty mincemeats, there’s no need for a collection of elegant chiffons. master chef Louis P. De Gouy (1876-1947), a member of New York’s Prohibition era, has put together a quick meal, this collection has recipes for every occasion and schedule: bundt cakes, tarte Tatin, creme brulee, and more. 480 pages. Flammarion. 9x11. Pub. at $60.00 $11.95

3893573 PROCRUSTABAKING: 100 Recipes for Getting Nothing Done in the Most Delicious Way Possible. By Erin Gardner. Provides the ultimate guide to procrastinabaking—procrastinating by baking—with a collection of 100 recipes, from easy one-hour projects to weekend bakes. Organized by types of alcohol, you include cupcakes to suit everyone’s taste, from wine and chocolate to Scotch and fig. Try treats such as Margarita, Old Fashioned, Hot Buttered Rum, and more. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

2882925 PROHIBITION BAKERY. By L. Feinberg & B. Siem. Presents more than 50 recipes from New York’s Prohibition-era style adapted for home cooks. Organized by types of alcohol, you include cupcakes to suit everyone’s taste, from wine and chocolate to Scotch and fig. Try treats such as Margarita, Old Fashioned, Hot Buttered Rum, and more. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

3883790 ARTHOUSE HOME BAKING. By Eve Bread. Share in the joy of quintessential baking with over 50 classic recipes, from simple yet delicious cakes and cookies, to irresistible brownies, loaves, pastries, for everyone to enjoy and enjoy time and again. If you’re searching for comforting, traditional baked goods that are guaranteed to put a smile on everyone’s face, Look no further. 75 pages. Artisan. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95


3825295 PROHIBITION BAKERY. By L. Feinberg & B. Siem. Presents more than 50 recipes from New York’s Prohibition-era style adapted for home cooks. Organized by types of alcohol, you include cupcakes to suit everyone’s taste, from wine and chocolate to Scotch and fig. Try treats such as Margarita, Old Fashioned, Hot Buttered Rum, and more. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

3883790 ARTHOUSE HOME BAKING. By Eve Bread. Share in the joy of quintessential baking with over 50 classic recipes, from simple yet delicious cakes and cookies, to irresistible brownies, loaves, pastries, for everyone to enjoy and enjoy time and again. If you’re searching for comforting, traditional baked goods that are guaranteed to put a smile on everyone’s face, Look no further. 75 pages. Artisan. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

Desserts


Seasonings & Condiments


Beverages


Canning & Preserving


378774X SODA-MAKING BOOK. By Jill. “Soda.” Re-create your favorite sodas, without the high price tag or all the unnecessary ingredients. Featuring 100 all-natural recipes, this book shows you how to use your soda-making appliance to craft classic and unique soft drinks, from traditional colas to artisanal flavors. Color photos. 204 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99.


3999574 KETO DRINKS. By F. Gorsky & L. Platone. When you are living the keto lifestyle, you know to steer clear of that slice of cake, the plate of pasta, and the bowl of soup. With this guide you’ll be able to make more than one hundred recipes for delicious drinks that are all keto approved like Apple Cider Vinegar Passion Fruit Herbal Tea; Chocolate Peanut Butter Milkshake, and Blueberry Maple Smoothie. Color photos. 176 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95.


3985767 THE CELERY JUICE MIRACLE: 70 Juice and Smoothie Recipes. By Annie Willis. This easy and delicious 10-day juicing program to reset, recharge, and relite your body with the nutrition you need to feel your best. Discover how refreshing and hydrating celery juice can be, and try more than twenty incredible juice and smoothie recipes that make celery the star. Color photos. 187 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99.

3985768 THE COFFEE LOVER’S DIET: Change Your Coffee, Change Your Life. By Bob Arno. This revolutionary guide by Dr. Arno. shows you how to use the power of America’s favorite drink—coffee—to achieve optimum health, longevity, mental clarity, weight loss, and renewed vigor. He teaches you how to source the best beans from around the world, how to create the perfect brew, and includes tips to help you put coffee to work in your diet. 373 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99.

3985769 THE COFFEE LOVERS’ BIBLE. By Bob Arno. Containing the unprecedented results of exclusive double-blind studies of the best coffees in the world, Arno shows you how to use the power of coffee to achieve optimum health, longevity, mental clarity, weight loss, and renewed vigor. 373 pages. Papercard. Pub. at $18.99.
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